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1. Introduction {#s0005}
===============

Urban heat island (UHI) and urban pollution island (UPI) are both manifestations of the intensive changes in the patterns of human settlement, energy use, transportation, industry and of the pressure on natural resources caused by rapid urbanization, population growth and ongoing encroachment into the unbuilt realm ([@bb0365]; [@bb0370]). UHI is the alteration of the thermal balance in urban spaces compared to the near rural areas due to modifications of the heat and momentum transfer between the land surface and the atmosphere in terms of heat storage, partitioning between sensible and latent heat fluxes (Bowen ratio), frictional drag and ratio between natural and anthropogenic emissions ([@bb1005]; [@bb0185]). The UHI intensity (UHII, calculated as temperature difference between a representative urban area and the rural background) can reach 11/12 °C ([@bb0820]; [@bb0840]) with an average cooling penalty in urban versus rural buildings of 13.1%, a peak electricity penalty per degree of temperature rise of 0.45% up to 4.6% and an electricity penalty per degree of temperature rise and per person of 21 (±10.4) W/°C/person ([@bb0850]). If we consider that the average cooling energy needs of residential and commercial buildings will increase by 750% and 275% in about 30 years, a measure of the expected impacts can be estimated ([@bb0825]). Further, urbanization is currently encouraged in many cities in the world to accommodate the increasing population and to boost economic development. The growth mostly affects the periurban fringe, (areas non adjacent to traditional downtown city centers) thus exacerbating the sprawl level. To put things in perspective, only in the United States, the encroachment of forested or agricultural hinterlands resulted in a loss of \>2000 green hectares each day in the 21st century, on average ([@bb0490]).

The term urban pollution island (UPI) has been introduced only recently ([@bb0150]; [@bb0545]) to identify the onset of spatial and temporal variations in pollutants concentration ascribable to the presence of typical urban features and activities. The difference between urban areas and suburban/rural areas is what defines the UPI intensity, in analogy with the UHII. UHI and air pollution are far from being independent phenomena, to the point that where urban heat islands exist, most likely urban pollution islands coexist ([@bb0150]). High temperatures accelerate certain atmospheric chemistry cycles, most of which leading to enhanced ground-level (tropospheric) ozone production, higher emission of biogenic hydrocarbons (BVOCs) and higher evaporation of synthetic VOCs from vehicle engines ([@bb0200]; [@bb0070]). Further, UHIs and UPIs are both strictly related to combustion processes from transport, industry and other anthropogenic processes (e.g. air-conditioning and cooking) as these are at the same time pollutants and heat sources. To name one mechanism, under intense heat islands, air conditioning units are activated for longer during the day and during the year. This directly increases the emission of CO~2~ and ozone-precursors from regional power plants ([@bb0805]) and, contingently, pours exhaust heat in the urban air thus feeding UHI amplification in ever-increasing spirals. Further, UHI-assisted peak power absorptions (e.g. under heat wave) call for additional generation capacity which is typically supplied by less sustainable power plants. This means that UHI is not just conducive to the development of a dust dome over the urbanscape, but also to its self-sustainment by consolidating a recirculating pattern that prolongs and aggravates pollution episodes. On the other hand, warmer air stimulates turbulent mixing that promotes primary pollutants dispersion to higher atmospheric layers ([@bb0860]).

Even though UHI and UPI are the most documented phenomena of urban climatology and are evidently correlated, their interaction is comparatively underexplored ([@bb0160]). Pioneering works in the late \'60s found that the wind patterns associated with the onset of urban heat islands sharpened the pollution gradient between urban and rural areas ([@bb0105]; [@bb0845]). Yet, even if a substantial coincidence between UHIs and UPIs is expected ([@bb0430]), UHI and pollution co-exist in an intricate and intimate pattern of feedbacks at regional and local scale, as well as at vertical and horizontal level ([@bb0665]).

The UHI depends upon the following land surface energy budget ([@bb0170]):$$\left( {1 - \alpha} \right)I_{\downarrow} + I_{\mathit{LW}, \downarrow} - \mathit{\varepsilon\sigma}T_{s}^{4} - H_{s} - H_{l} - H_{g} = 0$$where α, ε and T~s~ are the surface albedo, emissivity and temperature, I~↓~ is the downward surface insolation, I~LW,↓~ is the downward longwave radiation, σ is the Stefan Boltzmann constant, H~s~ ad H~l~ are the sensible and latent heat fluxes and H~g~ is the ground heat flux. According to Eq. [(1)](#fo0005){ref-type="disp-formula"}, higher albedo curbs the amount of solar radiation retained at surface-level and increases the quota reflected back to the atmosphere. On the other side, higher emissivity increases the amount of radiation re-irradiated to the atmosphere which can be sent back to the surface by moisture, aerosols and other pollutants, whose load is intensified by urbanization. Aerosols interact differently with shortwave and longwave radiation with opposing results on the near-surface energy balance ([@bb0315]). A cooling effect is linked to the blockage of incoming shortwave radiation (lower I~↓~) conversely, their absorbance and emittance in the longwave atmospheric window emphasizes the I~LW,↓~ term ([@bb0375]). The net effect determines the UHI offset ([@bb0310]; [@bb0400]). For instance, [@bb0220] found that the city of Toulouse received 30 W/m^2^ less solar radiation and up to 25 W/m^2^ more longwave radiation than the rural areas during cloudless polluted days. Similar results are reported by Jauregui and Luyando for Mexico City ([@bb0395]), by Robaa for the Greater Cairo region ([@bb0785]) and by Wang et al. for Beijing ([@bb1020]). Furthermore, as aerosols warm up the atmosphere ([@bb0760]) they tend to stabilize the boundary air layer right above the city thus deteriorating the efficiency of energy dissipation from the surface to the atmosphere. The amount of absorption and reflection depends on the urban form too, e.g. on the multiple bounces that may occur inside canyons. In turn, the availability of radiation at surface level determines ozone\'s concentration. Ozone is produced by the photooxidation of VOCs in the presence of nitrogen oxides (NO~x~) ([@bb0525]). It coexists with its precursors in a complex photostationary equilibrium between photolysis and titration driven by light and OH radicals. The net effect is governed by the amount of available precursors, which is typically larger over dense urban areas ([@bb0090]).

The scenario is further complicated by the other terms in Eq. [(1)](#fo0005){ref-type="disp-formula"}. Drier soils and less greenery impact on the Bowen ratio (H~s~/H~l~) since more energy is spent to heat up the surface rather than being redistributed into latent heat flux ([@bb0410]). The presence of greenery, in turn, may have countervailing effects on the formation of UPIs. While being beneficial against temperature-enhanced chemistry, plants are BVOC-emitters. BVOCs are secondary metabolic products that protect plants from high-temperature stress ([@bb0880]), whose contribution may be especially high in marine and tropical environments. Indeed, the volatile emission of dimethyl sulfide from coastal areas is been reported to be sufficiently high to affect global budgets ([@bb0780]). The availability of aerenchymatous plants affects the net emission: these species have developed aerenchyma in their roots and shoots through which they can conduct air into their rhizosphere where gases like methane and other VOCs are produced. This system represents a fast transport for produced gases into the atmosphere ([@bb0415]). The sensible-latent heat balance is also affected by the variety of meteorological phenomena that occurs in the urban airshed including the heat island circulation (HIC), land and sea breezes, mountain and valley flows. Typically, under intense urban heat islands, local near-surface centripetal winds advect the encountered pollution during the travel from surrounding areas and maintain it in suspension ([@bb0680]; [@bb1065]).

All these phenomena make urban areas not just receptors but also drivers of climate change impacts ([@bb1050]). The result is that, with the ongoing expansion of large conurbations and megacities, major disruptions in the biogeochemistry of the local atmosphere, in the regional precipitation patterns and in the radiative forcing will be recorded ([@bb0255]; [@bb0275]). The impacts will be especially severe in tropical, developing countries, where nearly 90% of the next-coming urbanization processes is expected to occur and where industrialization and vehicular availability are predicted to rise exponentially with no countermeasures currently in place ([@bb0205]; [@bb0700]; [@bb0215]). The superposition of overheated and polluted conditions will exacerbate people vulnerability to each single threat ([@bb0505]; [@bb0610]; [@bb0080]), which makes disentanglement and/or two-way mitigation of both phenomena a high priority.

Against this backdrop, many questions are currently subject of international research. To help disclose the multiple phenomena behind the strong linkage between UHI and UPI and move towards cohesive and effective coping strategies, this review offers itself as a compendium of the most representative studies on the topic in the latest 30 years.

The structure of the paper is schematized in [Fig. 1](#f0005){ref-type="fig"} : the inclusion criteria are first presented and justified ([Section 2](#s0010){ref-type="sec"}), then a synthesis of the evidence is presented to determine geographical, climatological and methodological patterns ([Section 3](#s0015){ref-type="sec"}). Detailed content analysis is conducted according to five prominent topics ([Section 4](#s0020){ref-type="sec"}): i) the role of UHI on temperature-dependent chemistry, ii) the daytime/nighttime variability in the UHI-UPI interaction, iii) the role of urban geomorphic types, forms and growth schemes, iv) future challenges and potential exacerbation of both heat islands and pollution levels and v) primary and secondary effects of UHI mitigation on urban air quality. By amalgamating results and observations, opportunities and challenges towards a two-pronged action against both UHI and UPI are delineated. This will help governments and urban planners to deliver coping strategies and precautions.Fig. 1Schematics of the structure and contents of the present review.Fig. 1

2. Review methods {#s0010}
=================

The method by [@bb0710] was used to screen the existing knowledge on the link between UHI and UPI in search of patterns, methodological trends and climate dependencies, drawing on five main databases (ScienceDirect, Scopus, Google Scholar, PubMed and Web of Science). The search was systematically conducted by looking for keywords obtained by coupling the urban-related and air quality-related taxonomy reported on the left and right side of [Fig. 2](#f0010){ref-type="fig"} , respectively. The analysis was then conducted on the manuscripts that respected the following inclusion criteria:•written in English, to focus on literature of international impact;•pertaining to the last 30 years (1990-- March 2020), namely since when the term UHI started to be widely used, to keep track of both pioneering works and most recent developments;•specifically addressing the link between UHI and UPI. Urban temperature and urban forcing were considered proxies for UHI when the heat island was not explicitly quantified. Health-focused manuscripts, only mentioning the heat island effect, were excluded;•contemplating experimental observations in real urban scenarios. Wind tunnel or lab investigations were excluded;•in case of multiple publications by the same authors or research groups, only one/two studies conducted from substantially different perspectives were retained;•for multi-city studies, the largest one was used for reference whenever easily identifiable. Fig. 2Lemmas used to scan the databases and relative occurrence. UHI taxonomy (left side) was combined with air quality taxonomy (right side).Fig. 2

According to the above criteria, a total of 40 manuscripts was selected for in-depth analysis (reported in Appendix), while \>200 were mentioned or outlined to corroborate the main findings and show the volume of back-up literature. The size of the circles in [Fig. 2](#f0010){ref-type="fig"} is proportional to the number of instances including each different lemma in their title, keywords or abstract, among the 40 manuscripts.

3. Synthesis of evidence {#s0015}
========================

The considered papers were published in 29 journals. In detail, 12.5% were published in Atmospheric Environment, 10% in Science of the Total Environment and 7.5% in Journal of Geophysical Research. The dominant disciplines are boundary-layer meteorology, biometeorology, atmospheric chemistry and applied geography. While the conceptual basis was laid in the 1990s, the interest in the topic has been increasing almost linearly over the last decades (13 papers in the 2000--2010 decade and 24 papers in the 2010--2020 decade), owing to both technological advancement (in terms of sensing instruments and computational power) and increased social concern (escalation of heat waves, weather extremes and mortality rates). The reported average UHII varies between slightly negative values and 6 °C, with an average of 1--2 °C, while the peak UHII touches 12 °C in ([@bb0920]) fluctuating on mean values of about 3--5 °C. Nine papers refer to surface urban heat island (SUHI), while all the others deal with atmospheric urban heat island (AUHI). This is highlighted in [Table A1](#t0010){ref-type="table"}. Most papers detailed accurately the panorama of land use and land cover (LULC) in the considered geographic settings. Some of them discretized the domain in \>15 LULC types ([@bb0545]; [@bb0410]; [@bb0615]). Most papers focused on summer conditions (47.5%) and among them \>40% limited the analysis to clear sky conditions. Another 40% developed year-round assessments, while few instances covered other seasons, such as winter (2), autumn (2), spring (1) and wet/dry season (1). The reader is referred to [Table A1](#t0010){ref-type="table"} in Appendix for further details, including the list of observational data reported in each of the analyzed manuscripts. [Table A2](#t0015){ref-type="table"} focuses on simulation-based studies and specifies software, spatial and temporal domain, input data and parameterizations. Non-hydrostatic, mesoscale models are the most used, with the Weather Research and Forecasting model WRF at the forefront, usually coupled with the atmospheric chemistry model Chem or the Community Multiscale Air Quality Model CMAQ, the Land Surface Model Noah and the building effect parameterization + multilayer building energy model (BEP + BEM). The spatial domains typically comprise 3 or more nested telescopic domains of \<30 km horizontal resolution and tenths of vertical layers reaching up to 100 hPa ([@bb0460]). Other than sensitivity analyses on the inputs, several parametric analyses are conducted, mostly on scenarios of i) emission control and urbanization ([@bb1065]; [@bb0600]; [@bb0770]; [@bb0965]), ii) heat flux change (usually obtained by replacing urban land with cropland or by integrating anthropogenic sources or by changing the soil moisture level) ([@bb0860]; [@bb0455]; [@bb0115]; [@bb1110]; [@bb0355]), iii) different circulation, vertical diffusion ([@bb1050]; [@bb0355]) or wind intensity ([@bb0495]; [@bb0945]) and iv) future UHI/UPI exacerbation and/or mitigation ([@bb0965]; [@bb0230]; [@bb0210]; [@bb0950]).

In terms of geographical coverage, investigations from 16 different countries around the globe are reported in this review. The vast majority focuses on heat and pollution islands in the United States (20.5%), with three studies dedicated to the city of Los Angeles, two to the city of Atlanta and other single instances to the cities of Sacramento, San Francisco, Fresno, Houston and Oklahoma. One manuscript covers 45 cities in the USA territory ([@bb0935]) by statistical means. The second, most targeted countries are Greece and Germany (both accounting for 12.8%) with special emphasis on the cities of Athens (3 studies), Thessaloniki and Volos (2 studies) as for Greece and the cities of Berlin, Stuttgart, Trier and Aachen as for Germany. Another 10.3% of the observations took place in China (notably in the Yangtze River Delta and the Pearl River Delta Greater Bay Area) and in France, with the cities of Shanghai and Paris holding particular interest (3 studies each). Significant contributions to the investigation of heat and pollution triggers in urban settings are also reported in India (7.7%), Japan and Australia (5.1%) as well as in Brazil, Colombia, Czech Republic, Iran, Poland, Taiwan, Tanzania and the United Kingdom, yet to a lesser extent (2.5/2.6%). From a climatological perspective and considering the updated Köppen-Geiger classification by [@bb0705], the interlacement between urban heat and pollution appears to find fertile ground in temperate oceanic climates (Cfb) across Europe, most likely due to the extensive urbanization, the frequency of heat waves and the complex interaction between land and sea breeze. On the other hand, humid climates with subtropical and Mediterranean nuances (Cfa and Csa classes) stimulated almost half of the revised investigations. These climates are typically characterized by extremely hot summers, anticyclonic conditions, low inversion and low wind speeds conducive to both heat and pollutants entrapment. Another 12.5% of the observations is related to type A climates (Aw, Af and Am) in the low-latitude belt around the Earth where high solar irradiation is recorded throughout the year and significant day/nighttime and seasonal temperature fluctuations are ascribed to trade winds, intertropical convergence and monsoons. The large availability of solar power co-triggers photochemical chemistry (hence higher ozone levels) and heat absorption by conventional urban materials. Few studies focus on warm-summer humid continental and Mediterranean climates (Dfb and Csb), cold semi-arid climates (BSk) and dry-winter humid subtropical climates (Cwa). The geographic and climatological distribution is displayed in [Fig. 3](#f0015){ref-type="fig"} , along with the percent occurrence of each Köppen-Geiger class. To further strike connections between urbanization and magnitude of the UHI-UPI link, the size of the circles is proportional to the population of each investigated city at the time of the observation. Three studies involving extensive clusters of \>25 cities in China and the United States were not included in the figure for the sake of clarity ([@bb0935]; [@bb1030]; [@bb0085]).Fig. 3Geographic distribution, climatic classification and population data for each analyzed city: Details A, B, C are close-ups on United States, Europe and East Asia, respectively.Fig. 3

4. Contents overview {#s0020}
====================

In this section, each of the 40 publications selected for detailed analysis is accurately discussed according to the dominant topic ranging from daytime/nighttime variability, urban form and growth patterns, future drivers and countervailing effect of heat mitigation techniques.

4.1. Temperature-dependent chemistry and daytime/nighttime variability {#s0025}
----------------------------------------------------------------------

In 1990, Cardelino and Chameides posed the basis and the method for the analysis of temperature-induced direct and indirect effects over ozone pollution, focusing on: i) enhancement of ozone photochemistry owing to temperature-enhanced thermal decomposition of peroxyalkyl nitrates ([@bb0095]); ii) enhancement of BVOCs emissions from trees in their growing season (highly reactive olefinic hydrocarbons) ([@bb0975]); iii) enhancement of evaporative anthropogenic hydrocarbon emissions from motor vehicles ([@bb0300]) and nitrogen oxide emissions from air conditioning ([@bb0090]). Empirical evidence from 9 years of observation for the city of Atlanta confirmed a positive linear association between temperature and ozone. The temperature during ozone-event days (ozone exceeding the 120 ppvb NAAQS limit) was higher than on nonevent days by 3.1 °C, on average. By numerical modelling, the authors simulated 5 scenarios of emission control and urbanization effects. The base case was a 50% VOCs reduction. When a 20% natural emissions reduction was additionally considered (scenario 2) the ozone production was strongly mitigated and always stayed below the limit. The counteracting effect of the average summertime UHI (2 °C) was investigated by progressively adding the 3 afore-mentioned temperature-induced mechanisms (scenario 3 to 5). Scenario 5 totally compensated the benefit achieved in scenario 1. This entails that a 2 °C UHI can cancel out the ozone benefit of a −50% VOC policy. The simulations were later repeated by considering a different base case (NO~x~ reduction in place of VOC reduction). Significantly lower ozone maxima were identified, suggesting that NO~x~ abatement could be a more effective strategy. As remote sensing started being extensively used in climatology, further evidence was collected and other players in the UHI-UPI interaction were identified (e.g. water vapor). For instance, in ([@bb0410]), the authors examined the interlink between heat and pollution islands in Shanghai by combining land skin temperature, albedo AOT, water vapor, cloud fraction and land cover satellite data (MODIS). In addition, ground instantaneous, continuous AOT (AERONET) observations were used to pinpoint the diurnal, seasonal, and inter-annual variations. Finally, monthly ERA-40 reanalysis from the European Centre for Medium-Range Weather Forecasts (ECMWF) were considered to track the regional wind circulation. Over an eight-year horizon (2000--2008), the AOT for Shanghai exceeded that of the rural regions on both monthly and instantaneous scale. Abrupt changes occurred, mostly after rainfall events and after high traffic hours. The monthly AOT gradually increased from January to June and then sharply dropped due to the onset of the rainfall season. Strong differences in terms of cloud fraction and water vapor emerged between Shanghai and rural regions as a result of higher aerosol concentration (more condensation nuclei) and land skin temperature. Similarly, in Delhi ([@bb0685]), daytime cool islands (maximum intensity of 4--6 °C) over the central urban area emerged in contrast with an equally intense nighttime heat island (maximum of 4--7 °C), strongly related to massive emissions of waste heat due to vehicular, industrial activities, and poor soil moisture. In their study, the authors retrieved satellite thermal maps of the area, surface wind data from the local airport meteorological station and PM2.5 concentration from the Central Pollution Control Board, and field monitored the solar spectral irradiance at 4 sites. Observed daytime cool islands peaked under low wind conditions and clear sky conditions. It was inferred that the attenuation of incoming solar radiation by the aerosol layer outweighed the absorption of the outgoing long-wave radiation during daylight hours. These findings perfectly match those by [@bb0895], [@bb0405] and [@bb0755] who associated the surface cooling to the solar dimming induced by the "Asian Brown Cloud" (namely a dense layer of black carbon, organic carbon and dust as well as sulfates, nitrates, and fly ash) over the Indian subcontinent. The authors also observed that, immediately after an intense rainfall episode over Delhi, the difference in the surface temperature as well as incoming solar radiation was much attenuated, possibly due to the cleansing effect of raindrops. Same equalizing effect was found on windy days. Significant negative/positive correlations were identified between aerosol optical depth and day/night time surface temperature, respectively. In the same vein, a recent paper published in Nature Communications ([@bb0085]), brings up evidence in favor of the long-held hypothesys that the biogeochemical effect of city haze pollution contributes to the UHI. The authors utilized satellite observations (MODIS) from 2003 to 2013 combined with climate model calculations to quantify such a contribution in 39 cities across China at night. The UHII was magnified by 0.70 ± 0.26 °C in semi-arid urban sites. Humid and semi-humid climates were less sensitive to the longwave radiative forcing of coarse aerosol, in agreement with ([@bb0425]). High mean nighttime surface UHI and weak daytime surface UHI were identified, regardless of the annual mean precipitation ([@bb1105]). The spatial nocturnal variations were significantly correlated to the AOD difference between urban and surrounding rural areas, implying that thicker haze was precursor to stronger UHI. Such correlation vanished in the daytime. The authors concluded by associating the accelerated warming in China (nighttime temperature increase per decade twice the global mean) to haze pollution. Following a similar approach, Li et al. used multiyear satellite observations of LST and AOT and in-situ measurements of PM10, air temperature, incoming radiation, clouds and wind speed at twelve stations (details in Appendix) to establish potential UHI-UPI interactions for the city of Berlin, Germany ([@bb0545]). Notably, LST and air temperature were used as proxies for surface and atmospheric UHI (SUHI and AUHI, respectively) whereas PM10 and AOT were proxies for near-surface and atmospheric pollution (NSUPI and AUPI, respectively). The urban-rural difference was investigated in terms of incoming solar radiation and atmospheric longwave radiation. Prominent findings can be summarized as follows: i) AUHI and NSUPI were negatively correlated as higher temperatures strengthened the turbulent dispersion and enhanced the boundary layer height in agreement with ([@bb0230]; [@bb1010]), ii) the response of urban surface materials to the AOD-induced change in net solar radiation was strong in the nighttime and weak in the daytime due to lower energy redistribution factor and longwave component dominance in the balance (as in ([@bb0085])), iii) the UPI-induced different net solar budget reflected in up to +12% higher SUHI, iv) SUHI was higher in the daytime and lower in the nighttime, contrary to AUHI. The study considered only clear days and low wind speeds (\<3 m/s). Hence, more stable wintry conditions with weaker turbulent mixing were not considered and advection of heat and pollution was disregarded.

The source of pollution is also a key player in such dynamics. [@bb0425] delved into the typical patterns of different sources of pollution as a function of four climatic parameters: UHI intensity, air temperature, relative humidity and wind speed. The monitoring campaign took place in the city of Dar es Salaam, along the Tanzanian coastline. The authors stressed the fundamental difference in anthropogenic air pollution compared to industrialized countries that lies in the dominance of bushfire and fuelwood emissions rather than transport/industry. Biomass, industry, sea spray, soil and traffic were the broad source categories considered in the study, respectively linked to the presence of potassium, zinc, chlorine, titanium and lead in fine and coarse particulate matter, measured by means of a dichotomous impactor and energy dispersive X-ray fluorescence technique. The field campaign captured both rainy and dry season nuances. The authors found that, at the rural site, industry particulate was dominant during the day, while, at the urban site, anthropogenic pollutants (biomass + industry + traffic) were dominant during the night. Pollution was intensified within the urban fringe especially in the dry season. Statistically speaking and due to increased atmospheric stability, the nocturnal UHI intensity was positively correlated with particulate levels, in contrast to wind speed which was strongly negatively correlated. Local large emission sources might further complicate the investigation. In ([@bb0720]) the specific case of urban sites close to landfill was examined. Landfills are major sources of organochlorine, aldehydes and aromatic VOCs formed by aerobic fermentation. UHI intensity up to over 4 °C was measured in inhabited areas attached to a wide landfill in Guadeloupe, from 8 measurement sites, representative of the 4 main LULCs (urban, mangrove, landfill and suburban). The UHI intensity was negatively correlated with nebulosity and Tradewinds speed. More in detail, daytime UHI was strongly mitigated by the unstable atmospheric conditions produced by 6 to 10 m/s Tradewinds, while reached its maxima under low wind speeds (\<2 m/s) and clear skies (nebulosity\<4 octa). Conversely, at night, the UHI engendered a surface convergent flow responsible for higher nocturnal pollution. Landfill-specific VOCs were measured overnight at 15 sites and tracked. Concentrations greatly increased when 1 m/s heat island breezes formed in response to 3.5--4 °C UHI intensity.

As a rule of thumb, the UHI-UPI interaction shows pronounced differences in the daytime and nighttime ([@bb0675]). Nocturnal ozone can be depleted by NO~x~ titration (NO+O~3~➔NO~2~ + O~2~) and dry deposition in the nocturnal boundary layer but not in the nocturnal residual layer, which emphasizes the importance of vertical mixing on surface-residual layer coupling ([@bb1080]; [@bb0475]). Conversely, in the daytime, the reaction tends to be balanced by NO~2~ solar photolysis ([@bb0730]), except in the immediate vicinity of very large emissions of NO (e.g. power plants). Indeed, one of the pivotal factors driving photochemical reactions is high energetic shortwave radiation ([@bb0870]). Dry and wet deposition phenomena are critical too, as they represent the main sinking processes through which the atmosphere cleans itself. The former occurs at the ground surface (e.g. soil or vegetation), and the latter at the contact with water droplets (e.g. rain or fog) ([@bb1075]). To elucidate these time-specific mechanisms, in ([@bb0860]), Sarrat et al. coupled a mesoscale meteorological and chemical model (Meso-NHC) with the Town Energy Balance (TEB) to verify how nocturnal and diurnal UHI and other urban effects impinged on primary and secondary regional pollutants. A 2-day anticyclonic episode with abundant solar radiation and low-speed wind of about 2 m/s was considered, ideal scenario to analyze the atmospheric pollution dynamics over a large urban area. Two heat flux scenarios were considered: URBAN (with TEB, urban surface), NO-URB (without TEB, natural surface). In the nighttime, UHI and pollution events were primarily of thermal origin, associated with a convergence area south-west of Paris. The effect of the synoptic wind was to displace the UHI-induced plume of warm air above the surrounding suburban areas. In the daytime, the urban processes were dominated by thermal and dynamical effects. The NO~x~ spatial distribution was sensitively impacted by the modification of the atmospheric boundary layer induced by the UHI and the roughness of the urban fabric. Much milder was the effect on ozone concentration. In the urban areas, the dominant nocturnal budget term for NO was the kinetic energy (destructive term) that prevented its near-ground accumulation, whereas for O~3~ the dominant mechanisms was deposition (destructive term) followed by chemical processes on par with turbulent mechanism (destructive and constructive terms, respectively). In agreement with several studies ([@bb0635]; [@bb0380]; [@bb0500]), the authors reported how the day-after spatial distribution of the ozone fields was strongly influenced by the nocturnal pockets contained in the residual boundary layer. Finally, they calculated the VOC/NO~x~ ratio concluding that, in Paris, the regime of ozone production is NO~x~-limited in the urban plume and in the suburban areas and becomes VOCs-limited in the rural areas, thus paving the way towards targeted pollution abatement strategies. Overall, the study highlights the positive effect of urban turbulence on pollutants dispersal under low-speed winds and clear days. ([@bb0475]). This was already pinpointed in 1994 by Neu et al. who showed that half of daytime pollution events in the Swiss plateau were associated with the downward mixing of ozone from the residual layer ([@bb0635]) proving that vertical mixing processes could outweigh chemical production and advection. Similarly, in ([@bb0945]) an attempt was made to delineate the influence of UHII and mixing height on local air quality by studying the diurnal variation of secondary pollution levels in the Indian city of Chennai, affected by heavy traffic emissions, poor dispersion, and regional transport of pollutants. Three locations were simulated with ENVI-met, accounting for different sky view factors (0.357, 0.546, 0.711) and land use (background, commercial and residential). Under four velocity profiles (from 0.2 to 5 m/s), the UHII (calculated between commercial and background sites) reached 0.54 °C, 0.77 °C, 0.79 °C, and 0.64 °C in terms of daytime average and 0.35 °C, 0.57 °C, 0.59 °C, and 0.53 °C in terms of daily average. The UHII increased for wind speeds up to 2 m/s with the highest temperatures corresponding to flat mixing layers, usually occurring after sunset. Indeed, if sunlight prevails in the ozone photochemical formation during the day and especially at midday, nocturnal ozone is strongly associated with local temperature and thus with UHII. Further, WRF-Chem modelling and measurements by [@bb0475] proved that near-surface ozone concentration were enhanced by mixing processes occurring when the nocturnal atmospheric boundary layer was unstable, because of i) increased dispersion of nitrogen oxide responsible for ozone titration and ii) downward motion of ozone from the residual layer to the ground. The authors focused on a peculiar airflow pattern that is typical of U.S. Southern Great Plains: the formation of nocturnal low-level jets (LLJs). LLJs are fast-moving fluid ribbons that form in the atmosphere caused by the cooling of high-elevation air relative to air at the same geopotential height further away and deflected by the Coriolis force. LLJs are thus associated with sloping terrains and are especially efficient at advecting heat and promoting vertical mix. They are also responsible for the initiation of long-lived mesoscale complexes bringing heavy rainfall overnight. In terms of pollution, it was observed that the expected decreased ozone levels overnight were frequently interrupted by secondary peaks whenever the stability of the boundary layer was jeopardized by strong vertical wind shear. The highest values were associated with LLJs owing to both strong long-range transport and accentuated coupling with the residual layer, since the emission rates were identical for each simulation. Correlations were established between nocturnal wind speed and ozone concentration during nights with higher and sustained winds. A co-effect of LLJs is to reduce the contrast between urban and rural temperatures ([@bb0335]): the mean UHI intensity at 9 m height was reported at 2.48 °C on low-LLJ nights and dropped down to 0.88 °C on high-LLJ nights. Strong jets impact on rural nocturnal boundary layer making it deeper and less stable, thus cancelling or mitigating the onset of UHI. Hence the stronger UHI signature that typically emerges overnight was attenuated in concomitance with LLJ\'s peaks. This specific meteorological context is thus conducive to counter effects in terms of UHI and UPI. Similar LLJ impacts are reported by Reitebuch et al. in an urban park in Essen, Germany, based on ground-level meteorological and air quality measurements ([@bb0765]). However, the impact of synoptic weather patterns on daytime/nighttime UHI/UPI evolution is rarely addressed. Another notable instance is the short communication by [@bb0500]. The authors combined ground-level meterological and air quality data (PM10, PM2.5, CO~2~, CO, SO~2~), wind field profiles from tethersonde monitoring (at 6 vertical levels between 0 and 1000 m) and air pollution simulations (TAPM model) to pinpoint which synoptic weather conditions worsened UHI and air quality in the Taiwanese city of Taichung. Through statistical analyses, the authors related UHI intensity to concomitant and day-after pollutants concentration. Out of the 13 weather patterns, those typified by anticyclonic conditions, low inversion layer and clear convergence phenomena occurring overnight were conducive to accumulation of ozone precursors and other pollutants (NO~2~, CO~2~, CO) as well as to severe UHI events. These patterns impacted on the lee cyclogenesis at micro scale thus resulting in high ozone concentrations ([@bb0520]). Furthermore, leeward low-pressure systems formed favoring high cloudlessness and thus UHI magnification. UHI intensity and air pollutions were not clearly associated in the daytime. In colder areas, more residual ozone existed as less NO was available. Conversely, intense UHI, occurring at night, tended to reduce ozone, exhausted by NO, while increasing its precursors due to convergent phenomena. As a result, high O~3~ levels were recorded on the following day, when despite low daytime UHI, abundant sunlight and NO~2~ stimulated the production. This confirms the 1996 results by [@bb1065]. The study was then expanded to link air quality, UHI and respiratory hospitalizations in 29 districts ([@bb0505]). GIS was used to determine the spatial links. The heat stress and worsened air quality mostly affected youngsters\' health. GIS had already been used by Dousset and Gourmelon to analyze the physical processes that determined the near-surface heat fluxes and their impact on ozone concentration in Paris by combining statistics of thermal infrared images, near-infrared and visible SPOT-HRV images and in-situ data ([@bb0185]). The results show the contrast between intense nocturnal UHI and many distinct microclimates during the day associated with local surface properties. Upward LST trends were paralleled by ozone concentration variations.

The role of mixing height and turbulence induced by the urban heat island on the up/downtrends of urban pollution is extensively covered by the studies of [@bb0350]; [@bb0355]. In a recent comprehensive publication, the authors designed a suite of simulations all over Europe (focus on the cities of Prague and Berlin) and all over the seasons by coupling the Regional Climate Model (RegCM4) and the Comprehensive Air Quality Model with Extensions (CAMx). The aim was to investigate the vertical turbulent effect of the urban canopy meteorological forcing on ozone and PM2.5 dispersion by considering: i) cascading domains (of 27, 9, and 3 km horizontal resolutions), ii) urban VS rural land cover and iii) six different calculation methods for the vertical eddy diffusion coefficient (Kv). Again, the presence of the urban canopies is simulated using the "annihilation method", namely by replacing urban surface with rural surface most typical for the surroundings ([@bb0045]). The presence of urbanized land resulted in a pronounced temperature increase (up to 2 °C), wind slowdown (by up to 2 m/s), and Kv enhancement under all considered calculation methods (from nearly 1 up to 30 m^2^/s at the surface and 100 m^2^/s at higher elevations). This trend propagated to pollutants\' dispersion, with ozone increasing by 0.4 up to 4 ppbv (maximum 10% difference between summer and winter) and PM2.5 decreasing by up to 1--2 μg/m^3^ in summer and winter, respectively. By isolating each forcing contribution and then merging them together (see [Fig. 4](#f0020){ref-type="fig"} ), the authors could verify how enhanced vertical eddy diffusion easily upends the thermal, hygrometric and fluid dynamic effects composing the urban forcing signature, although temperature\'s influence increased overnight. Similar results on the impacts of different urban canopy forcing on regional climate and air quality are further reported by Liao et al. for the Yangtze River Delta, by means of WRF/Chem simulations ([@bb0560]), by Kim et al. for the Greater Paris area, by means of Polair3D/Polyphem simulations ([@bb0465]) and by Li et al. for Southern California, by means of WRF/Chem+UCM ([@bb0550]). Analogous results are also reported for the Pearl River Delta Greater Bay Area in China as a result of the mutual interconnectedness among cities ([@bb0540]; [@bb1115]). Notably, in ([@bb1115]), the authors investigated and quantified the multifarious effects of urbanization in the area via WRF/Chem by comparing post and pre-urbanization conditions in wintertime (January) and summertime (July). The results can be summarized as follows: i) sensible heat flux +40 W/m^2^ and +80 W/m^2^, ii) latent heat flux −50 W/m^2^ and −120 W/m^2^, iii) 2-m air temperature +1--2 °C, iv) planetary boundary layer height +150 m and +300 m, v) 10-m wind speed −1.2 m/s and −0.3 m/s, vi) 2-m specific humidity −0.8 g/kg and −1.5 g/kg with precipitation +120 mm in summertime, vii) surface concentrations of PM10--40 mg/m3 and −80 mg/m3, viii) O~3~ surface concentrations +6 ppb and +12 ppb. Very similar results were obtained by [@bb1060] in the same region, same historical period and same modelling platform (WRF/Chem), yet with special focus on the role played by anthropogenic heat and emissions (estimated at 0.87 W/m^2^ in rural areas and up to 60 W/m^2^ in urban areas). The results are showed in [Fig. 4](#f0020){ref-type="fig"}. Urban-enhanced vertical eddies are also found to drive SO~2~ dispersal ([@bb0120]), whereas primary and secondary organic aerosols (POAs and SOAs) exhibit dissimilar patterns ([@bb0390]): POAs get diluted under intense urban forcing, while SOAs accumulate owing to downward transport from the residual layer. This holds true as long as the emission rates are assumed constant during higher/lower UHI episodes. Otherwise, a competition is established between urban-induced near-surface dilution and urban-induced increased emission. This is highlighted by Zhong et al. in their evaluation of the UHI-UPI interaction in the megacity cluster of the Yangtze River Delta ([@bb1100]; [@bb1095]). They performed a suite of simulations of the air quality impacts of urbanization and anthropogenic emissions via WRF-Chem model coupled with an urban canopy model. The land-cover change stimulated a sizeable reduction of near-surface aerosol concentrations, counterbalanced by more polluted air masses at higher altitudes over the surrounding rural areas. Nonetheless, when the increase in aerosol emissions was taken into account, the net result was reversed, with increases in surface particle concentrations of up to 50 μg/m^3^. Despite these studies don\'t quantify the urban heat island effect, they thoroughly represent the link between pollution and the change of land-use from natural to artificial surface induced by urban expansion, which is also cause to UHI onset. Similar results are further reported by [@bb0560].Fig. 4Urban forcing and ozone pollution. Top picture: the total impact of urban meteorological changes (i.e., temperature, humidity, wind and vertical eddy diffusivity) on near-surface ozone concentrations (in ppbv) for 27, 9 and 3 km resolutions (left to right) during 2007--2011 summers and winters (indicated with JJA and DJA, respectively). Reproduced with permission from ([@bb0355]) © Author(s) 2020. Bottom picture: impacts of anthropogenic fluxes on near-surface ozone concentrations (in ppb): (a,b) and (c,d) show the spatial and vertical distribution of monthly-averaged ozone differences with and without anthropogenic fluxes, respectively, in January (a,c), and July (b,d). Reproduced with permission from ([@bb1060]) © Author(s) 2016.Fig. 4

4.2. Urban geomorphic types {#s0030}
---------------------------

In this subparagraph the link between UHI and UPI is discussed in relationship with the local landscape (continental, coastal, valley-like, mountainous).

Several studies aimed at investigating how geolocalization impinge on UHI/UPI. In 1996, [@bb1065] presented strong evidence of exacerbated pollution episodes when wintertime small-scale sea breeze coupled with urban heat island circulation into a persisting convergence zone over Tokyo Bay. The authors examined air temperature, wind and pollution (PMs, NO~2~, O~3~) data from a number of urban, suburban and rural sites. Heavily urbanized areas tended to be systematically more polluted, while the temperature difference between less urbanized sites tended to level out. A positive correlation was established between vertical stability and urban pollution. Warm southwesterly winds were associated with both higher UHI and poorer air quality, while northern winds (winter monsoon) exerted a cleansing effect near the surface. On highly polluted days the UHI intensity could exceed 5 °C. Ozone increased in response to vertical air exchange and divergence between seaward breeze and westward inland wind, while very similar patterns were identified between PMs and NO~2~ with maxima generally recorded in the morning and in the evening. PMs and NO~2~ peaked in response to traffic density and the establishment of a stable layer in evening hours. The afternoon decrease was jeopardized on sea breeze days. Two types of severe air pollution events were discerned and associated to the presence of sea breeze: a synchronous type that occurred in the frontal area over the urban center and a delayed type that occurred on the second or a later day due to the accumulation of pollutants in the air mass floating over the bay before the onset of the sea breeze. This is in agreement with ([@bb0500]). The authors concluded that "the winter sea breeze possesses a characteristic of the heat island circulation" thus creating a convergence zone that persists for several hours.

The role of sea breeze is also the focus of a 2011 study by [@bb0115]. The authors adopted a single-layer UCM coupled to Noah in WRF to investigate the impacts of UHI, land-sea circulations, sea surface temperature (SST) and soil moisture on the formation of stagnant air masses within the urban fringe. A pollution episode associated with weak synoptic forcing and persisting heat wave in Houston, USA was selected for the investigation. A detailed calibration of the model allowed accurate prediction not just of the wind rotation around the city core, but also of the typically destructive interference between large-scale background flows and sea breeze which results in the buildup of high ozone concentrations. The authors reported on the additional challenge of capturing the wind patterns when the sea breeze manifests in two or more components (e.g. land-bay and larger-scale land-gulf). The model, calibrated on data from 29 stations and six wind profiles, was used to conduct three numerical experiments by replacing i) daily with hourly SST data, ii) urban lands with croplands and iii) soil moisture realistic values with two capacity extremes (completely dry and completely wet). It was demonstrated that: i) SST strongly influenced the meteorological conditions along the coastline; ii) urban roughness smoothed the vigor and the penetration of the sea breeze thus proving that the effect of higher surface friction outshone that of higher water-land temperature gradient, iii) dry soils promoted higher daytime temperatures due to lower evaporative cooling, yet lowered the nighttime temperatures owing to the reduced thermal conductivity. Overall, the city was found to favor stagnant and thus polluted conditions by destructive interference between background winds and sea breeze and by higher roughness-induced wind breaking, especially when the root zone soil moisture approached the wilting point.

Another investigation of sea breeze role over UHI/UPI is reported by Stathopoulou et al. for the greater Athens area ([@bb0920]). They used data from 23 meteorological stations (out of which 3 were also used to get ozone, NO and NO~2~ concentrations) to establish statistical correlations between air temperature and pollution in urban and photochemically polluted areas. In detail, seven stations were placed in the central urban area, fifteen radially covering the bordering suburbs and one served as reference rural station. Compared to greener suburban areas, the city center appeared less polluted. The authors posited that the ozone generated over the sea and advected towards the city could better penetrate the shoreline and the further inland areas, bypassing the city center due to the interaction with the UHI circulation. A neural-network approach based on both ambient temperature and ozone precursors returned accurate predictions of the ozone level (R^2^ = 0.89--0.94), with slight reductions (11--30%) when temperature was the only input. A key role on diurnal ozone levels was thus ascribed to thermal contrasts, assuming temperature as a proxy for solar radiation. Concerning Greece again, Poupkou et al. studied the interlink among Discomfort Index (DI), Common Air Quality Index (CAQI) and UHI in the Greater Thessaloniki Area, where NO~x~ emissions from road/maritime transport and industrial activities variously combine with transboundary transport of gaseous pollutants and aerosols from Central and Eastern Europe and dust advection from Sahara ([@bb0725]). Three main pollutants (ozone, NO~2~ and PM10) were measured together with temperature, relative humidity, wind speed and direction at four sites representative of trafficked urban, urban industrial, rural industrial and suburban conditions. The temperature difference between the trafficked urban and the rural locations was used to calculate the UHI. Collected data covered a 9-year period from 2001 to 2009. At the urban stations, poor air quality was the most frequent condition (45%) while medium quality levels dominated outside the urban fringe (50.2%--54.7%). PM10 was the major contributor. O~3~ played a significant role only in summer and in spring. Furthermore, very polluted days (CAQI ≥76) were associated with stagnant conditions under light sea breeze (0.5--3.6 m/s). Discomfort was strongly related to high pollution: 67% of the occurrences were recorded under high and very high CAQI values. Additionally, as the air temperature went above the seasonal mean, the probability of high DI values soared, with a minor role played by relative humidity.

A similar perspective on coastal cities is given in ([@bb0460]) for the central Kanto area of Japan. Using both measurements and numerical simulations (MM5/CMAQ model), the authors determined heat/pollution correlations via multiple linear regression analysis. Extensive datasets were used to analyze the long-term variation in summer-averaged daily maximum ozone (21 years, 34 monitoring sites) as a function of summer-averaged daily maximum temperature and wind speed (21 years, 1 monitoring site). The short-term variations were analyzed as well, by considering additional measurements (daily averaged values) over one single summer month. Up to 84 and 70% of the long-term and short-term summer variation in peak ozone concentrations could be described by changes in meteorological conditions. The interaction between HIC and sea breeze was identified as the major driver for daily variations in ozone distribution (see [Fig. 5](#f0025){ref-type="fig"} ). Tokyo\'s HIC strongly prevented the penetration of the sea breeze inland and favored severe ozone accumulation. Furthermore, when the sea breeze was stronger, as during the morning, the high-ozone air masses formed over the urban area moved inland, sweeping the northwestern regions. This study complements the wintertime results by Yoshikado and Tsuchida, previously mentioned ([@bb1065]).Fig. 5The impact of wind patterns on near-surface pollution: ozone spatial distribution (in ppb) under various local circulations at 2 pm during August 2005 over the Kanto area. Reproduced with permission from ([@bb0460]) © 2010 Mai Khiem et al.Fig. 5

In ([@bb0455]) the authors analyzed the complex UHI-UPI nexus in southern hemisphere subtropical climates (Brisbane, Australia). Local natural and man-made features promoted sea-breeze circulations, mountain valley airflows and the heat island effects, all contributing to transport, entrapment and dispersion of pollutants. A mesoscale hydrostatic model, (described in detail in ([@bb0715])) was used to track the air flows generated by differential surface heating and terrain irregularities and was modified to incorporate anthropogenic heat fluxes and heterogeneous surface characteristics. Anthropogenic heat release was dominated by motor vehicles. Three numerical experiments were conducted on a typical summer day potentially conducive to high pollution (sunny, light winds): 1) disregarding UHI and anthropogenic heat, 2) reintroducing UHI, 3) contemplating both UHI and anthropogenic heat. Only in experiment 3) good agreement was achieved with the measurements at two sites (urban/industrial and suburban). In this scenario, during hours of intense anthropogenic heat release, i) a strong convergence zone formed over the urban core, ii) the sea breeze moved inland faster towards the city and iii) winds over the city were sustained during the night. Cumulatively, the UHI increased by 5 °C. Apparently, a vicious loop was established between UHI, convergence and pollutants emission. The authors concluded that urban areas characterized by anthropogenic heat fluxes in the order of 60--70 W/m^2^ would exhibit a variety of sizeable effects on local weather phenomena.

From a numerical perspective, Martilli et al. highlighted the need for a detailed urban surface exchange parameterization to capture the structure of the turbulent layer above a city and the impacts of land/sea breeze, opining on the limits of standard mesoscale models built on constant flux-layer and surface energy budget assumptions ([@bb0600]; [@bb0590]). The author\'s urban parameterization (detailed in ([@bb0595])) was integrated with a non-hydrostatic, Boussinesq and anelastic mesoscale model to account for i) the vertical structure of the turbulent field in the urban roughness sublayer, ii) the modification of the length scale that limits the turbulent kinetic energy in the canopy layer and iii) the shadowing and radiation trapping in street canyons. The coastal city of Athens was considered due to the high level of pollution and nocturnal UHII (8--10 °C), further aggravated by low synoptic forcing. The urban detailing allowed to depict all major transport and dispersal mechanisms. The most sensitive parameters were nighttime temperature (differences up to 3 °C compared to undetailed urban parameterization) and ozone concentration (difference up to 30 ppb) in response to deviations in wind speed, turbulence intensity, heat flux, nocturnal land breeze intensity, timing, duration and extension of sea breeze. During the night, ozone precursors were trapped in a shallow layer close to the city surface, transported by the land breeze. Given the high NO availability, urban ozone was mostly destroyed by titration. The highest ozone concentrations were recorded in response to the sea breeze arrival, with peaks measured close to the front. This was associated with the photochemical transformation of the pollutants emitted the previous night and stored over the sea. Urban details were also responsible for modifications in type and spatial extension of the ozone chemical regimes: NO~x~-saturated areas tended to be more extended and more intense with a mix of NO~x~-limited and NO~x~-saturated areas over the sea, not apparent in the rural-type simulation. The model neglected latent fluxes and biogenic emissions.

Different, yet as much complex is the UHI-UPI interaction in mountain, hill and undulated sceneries. In 2003, a study on the urban climate and air quality in Trier, Germany focused on the blend of limited ventilation, UHI capping effect and altered thermal stratification in a valley ([@bb0435]). The study was motivated by the frequent complains issued by the local citizens about uncomfortable microclimatic conditions and insufficient air circulation, especially during calm autochthonous weather. An extensive monitoring network was deployed: meteorological data were retrieved from 8 weather stations, while air quality data (including NO~2~, SO~2~, CO, O~3~ and PM10) were retrieved from 3 stations. On top of that, mobile meteorological and air quality data were collected by an instrumented van. The UHI was quantified at 1.2 °C on average and peaked at 2.6 °C. High NO~2~ emission rates were detected in the morning at rush hours when the mixing layer was stable and low. As the layer labilized before noon reaching the valley rim, NO~2~ abruptly inverted its increasing trend due to enhanced vertical turbulence. Concomitantly, ozone production outweighed its depletion, especially under clear-sky, photo-oxidative conditions. The vertical mix quieted later in the afternoon. Nightly second peaks in NO~2~ and O~3~ were associated with evening rush-hours, nighttime stabilization and with the inflow of ozone-enriched catabatic cold air. The authors concluded that "the complex interaction between orography, city building structure, land use, anthropogenic emissions and boundary layer controls the air quality in Trier".

Indeed, valleys are especially interesting contexts since peculiar and tangled is the interplay between UHI, orographic barriers and temperature inversion ([@bb0295]; [@bb0865]; [@bb0795]). Such intricate scenario was thoroughly investigated by [@bb0770]. The authors simulated a reference urban valley inspired by the Colombian Aburrá metropolitan area to investigate the impact of increasing urban land cover from 0% (rural) to 100% (urbanscape from valley to mountain top) by means of a non-hydrostatic model in terrain-following coordinates that uses a reference passive tracer representative of urban pollutant emissions in Eulerian-Lagrangian approach. The urban fraction and related SUHI were found to dictate i) the formation, lifetime and breakup pattern of the temperature inversion, ii) the evolution of the cross-valley wind system form a confined to an open system, iii) the reversal of the slope winds and iv) the formation of smog traps. The temperature inversion, in turn, was strongly related to the accumulation/dispersion of pollutants in the valley, together with upslope flows and emissions ([@bb0580]). Below 20% urban cover, the inversion layer was intact. Increasing urban areas engendered: i) higher surface temperatures that speeded up the destruction of the inversion layer in agreement with ([@bb0035]; [@bb0025]; [@bb0140]), but up to a saturating percentage (around 80% of urban surface); ii) stronger vertical mixing due to the UHI-induced buoyant thermals; iii) the onset of downslope winds (for medium urbanization percentages) opposed to the convective flow over the core and of upslope winds when the urban land covered the sidewalls and provoked subsidence warming over the valley center; iv) higher morning pollutant concentrations along the slopes, countervailed by lower afternoon levels, after the inversion breakup. The 40% urban cover was the most penalized in terms of air quality due to the combined effect of high urban emissions and temperature inversion persistence. A following manuscript by the same authors reinforced how valley ventilation deteriorates if the inversion layer remains unbroken with pollutants trapped within a closed slope-flow circulation ([@bb0775]). It was thus proved that urbanization is key factor to the microclimate and air quality of mountain valleys. UHI-induced circulation dominates the flow field above the valley floor through a mix of convergence, rising motions and compensating downslope winds, all leading to poor air quality. This is in agreement with analysis for the city of Santiago, in Chile ([@bb0795]).

4.3. Urban forms, urban growth and inter-urban connection {#s0035}
---------------------------------------------------------

Beyond the geographical context, urban design and urban growth are key players in the mutual intensification of UHIs and UPIs. Indeed, as the number and distribution of urban patches changes along with urbanization, so does the temperature distribution within the city and intercity ([@bb1030]). To name one mechanism, sprawling cities characterized by high-rise, packed buildings favor stagnation and thus aggravation of both UHI and pollution ([@bb0460]). This was investigated in 2008, by Stone, who examined the link between the sprawling characteristics of 45 large USA metropolitan regions and the UHI/UPI patterns over 13 years (1990--2002) ([@bb0935]). Four measures of urban sprawl (centeredness, connectivity, density and land use mix) were individually tested and then lumped into a composite index (proposed by [@bb0225]) to gauge the overall influence of urban form on NAAQS annual ozone exceedances, ozone precursors emission and heat island promotion. Density emerged as the most impactful urban form predictor: for each standard deviation increase, a 19% reduction in the mean tonnage of ozone precursors and a reduction of ozone exceedances of about 16 days was observed per year, on average. Decentralized development demonstrated to be conducive to ozone formation and to a greater number of ozone exceedances compared to compact urban textures. The most sprawling cases could experience up to 62% more high-ozone days. As well stressed in the abstract, "this relationship was found to hold when controlling for population size, average ozone season temperatures, and regional emissions of nitrogen oxides and volatile organic compounds, suggesting that urban spatial structure may have effects on ozone formation that are independent of its effects on precursor emissions from transportation, industry, and power generation facilities". This significant result may support the hypothesis that the urban spatial texture impacts on air quality also through non-emissions-related mechanisms ([@bb0795]). In the same vein, in ([@bb0570]), the authors analyzed the ramifications on UHI, pollution and health of the intensive LULC change the city of Atlanta underwent between 1973 and 1998 to accommodate almost twice the original population. The 119% increase in the periurban low-density urban use produced a distinct increase in surface temperature and UHI while reducing the Normalized Difference Vegetation Index (NDVI). These impacts were strongly correlated to VOCs and NO~x~ emissions and, in turn, to enhanced ground-level ozone production. VOCs and NO~x~ closely tracked the spatial patterns of surface temperature and NDVI, increasing significantly with the former and decreasing with the latter, whereas ozone accumulated when a UHI-induced convergence zone formed over the urban areas. UHI was also found to initiate and/or enhance urban precipitation (with urban pollutants acting as condensation nuclei) owing to roughness-induced surface convergence and instability caused by urban heating ([@bb0065]; [@bb0055]). This is in line with ([@bb0175]), where the fast-paced development and growing heat island in suburban Atlanta was associated with a 40% increase in heavy rainfall events in 50 years.

At local-scale, anthropogenic activities and their urban distribution also play a role. This is described in ([@bb0240]). The authors integrated Spectral Mixture Analysis and Endmember Remote Sensing Indices to investigate the relationships between land use/land cover, land surface temperature UHI and air pollution, using ASTER thermal remote sensing satellite images and eight ground-based PMs measurement stations. The Iranian city of Tabriz was discretized in 8 LULCs. The two most intense UHI zones were identified at the Tabriz\' petrochemical industrial site and at the bazar market area in the central part of the city. The same areas, although inverted in order, were associated with the highest PM levels. Hence, a high correlation between highly air-polluted areas and UHI zones was established, denoting how high population density, fervent commercial activities and heavy traffic were major drivers of severe pollution concentration. Moreover, in ([@bb0495]), the authors presented an experimental and numerical approach to determine how urban morphology, changes in microclimate and air quality relate within a city center. Measurements took place in the first pedestrian street built in downtown Curitiba, Brazil over 14 sunny days throughout year 2009, to cover a wide range of air temperatures, wind patterns, solar angles and heights. Daytime UHI was maximum 2.2 °C. Simulation were additionally performed in ENVI-met to investigate the impact of prevailing winds and street orientation on the dispersion of traffic-generated NO~x~. Four simulation scenarios were considered accounting for minimal (0.3 m/s) and average wind speeds (1.4 m/s) in perpendicular and longitudinal direction to the main street axis. The greatest pollutant accumulation corresponded to perpendicular low-speed winds, under minimal easterly wind. In general, wind speed was more impactful than wind direction on pollutants dispersal.

On another note, in densely inhabited cities, ozone regime is usually (VOC)-limited (or NOx-saturated) owing to strong volatile organic carbon conditions. Conversely, in the downwind region, the regime gradually shifts to NO~x~-limited (or VOC-saturated) thus boosting ozone production rates ([@bb0480]). Smaller cities downwind of large conurbations may thus result even more polluted due to the urban land forcing, precursors emissions and heat island circulation. This is addressed in a recent (2018) study by [@bb1030]. The authors focused on the transport patterns of intercity heat energy and air pollution by looking at the triangle-shaped megalopolis of Yangtze River Delta, one of the fastest-growing, densest inhabited and most extensively built regions in China that encompasses Shanghai, the Jiangsu Province and the Zhejiang Province. Multi-source remote sensing data, (land cover, LST, NDVI and elevation) were combined with extensive measurements, including hourly ground-level O~3~ and NO~2~ at a total of 139 monitoring stations. The results can be summarized as follows: i) the average hourly O~3~ concentration was 61.83 μg/m^3^, hitting higher values at coastal stations rather than those inland, ii) the average daytime UHII was 1.24 °C, positively correlated with ozone concentration, especially in the cities at the core of the cluster; iii) surface landscape, topography and population favored the concerted action of UHI and UPI.

The extremely sensitive topic of inter-urban land surface forcing is further detailed by Zhu et al. considering the influence of Shanghai over the downstream city of Kunshan ([@bb1110]). The authors expanded the study by [@bb0445] by combining WRF model, CMAQ air quality model, Noah land surface scheme and the afore-mentioned multi-layer Building Effect Parameterization (BEP) developed by [@bb0595]. Physical and chemical processes included chemistry, total advection, vertical diffusion and dry deposition. Simulations were replicated with and without Shanghai\'s urban forcing (urban land replaced with cropland). During the high-pressure episode considered in the simulation, the strong horizontal advection of warm air from Shanghai onto Kunshan caused an increase in Kunshan\'s surface air temperature by 0.5--3 °C. A pronounced difference in terms of air circulation was also observed: the presence of the city mitigated the wind speed by 3--4 m/s and favored the onset of a convergence zone. The maximum differences in terms of wind speed and boundary layer (nearly 300 m) occurred in the afternoon and evening. Owing to the strong heat island circulation, the horizontal transport of ozone and its precursors was, at the same time, suppressed in the lower boundary layer (by 2ppbv on average) and emphasized in the upper boundary layer (by up to 40ppbv) where the ozone photochemical regime was NOx-limited. These findings are aligned with those by Zhang et al. who reported on how upstream urbanization exacerbated UHI and could cascade well downwind during heat wave episodes in the Baltimore metropolitan region ([@bb1085]; [@bb1090]). In this perspective, decentralization and sprawl may also expand the influence area of UHI-associated pollutant downwind transport.

4.4. Future challenges {#s0040}
----------------------

All future climatological scenarios point towards remarkably higher temperatures, increased downward solar radiation, lower likelihood of precipitation and higher likelihood of air stagnation, which converge into stronger UHI-UPI interactions ([@bb0530]; [@bb0510]; [@bb0565]). Besides, higher temperatures and irradiance result in increased emission of biogenic VOCs and enhanced photochemical processes that prelude to ozone formation ([@bb0890]). Another well-acknowledged future trend is the increase in magnitude and frequency of heat waves. The annual number of days falling into this category is escalating ([@bb0100]; [@bb0605]; [@bb0285]) and even conservative outlooks suggest an increase of associated mortality and morbidity ([@bb0005]). This tandems with the forecasted increment of pollutant emission levels, especially ozone ([@bb0345]; [@bb0735]). Furthermore, heat waves impact not just on higher energy consumption and consequently higher emissions of greenhouse gases, but also on forest fires, wilted crops, reduced photosynthesis flux, droughts, boundary layer anomalies and thereby, on air quality ([@bb0270]; [@bb0130]). Extremely hot, persisting events reinforce temperature inversions that trap pollutants near the surface, as well documented for the European summer heat waves of 2003 ([@bb0925]; [@bb0585]; [@bb0630]; [@bb0910]) and 2006 ([@bb0940]).

In this perspective, Wilby investigated the future urban heat island and peak ozone concentration in the city of London for a medium-high (A2) emission scenario for the 2050s ([@bb1050]). He used the technique of statistical downscaling, a hybrid of regression-based and stochastic weather generator from four different general circulation models, GCMs (NCEP, CGCM2, CSIRO Mk2, ECHAM4). Predictor-predictand statistical correlations were calibrated on almost 40 years of data (1961--1990). In August, nocturnal UHI was positively associated with the 850 hPa geopotential height and negatively associated with the near surface vorticity, relative humidity and airflow. On the other side, the maximum 15-minute ozone concentration was strongly positively associated with the mean regional temperature at 2 m and strongly negatively associated with the near-surface relative humidity. Hence both predictands were reduced under humid conditions. The main results for 2050 can be summarized as follows: i) all GCMs projected intensification of the nocturnal UHI between May and October but disagreed on the trend during the rest of the year, ii) all GCMs identified pollution-favoring weather patterns in stagnant anticyclonic conditions, iii) statistical downscaling tended to truthfully reproduce means and peak timing while underestimating the peak values and the compounding effects of long lasting heat waves. The author stressed the importance of serial correlation, especially for summer ozone concentration given the dependency from previous day\'s concentration as documented also elsewhere ([@bb0860]; [@bb0635]; [@bb0380]; [@bb0500]). The mean maximum ozone increase was 12 ppb comparable to that found by Knowlton et al. for New York City ([@bb0485]). This combines with the results of a previous study, according to which by 2080, a disproportionate increment in high-UHI nights (UHI \> 4 °C) would occur (+40% relative to 1961--1990), with an increase in nocturnal UHI of 1 °C even assuming unchanged anthropogenic heat sources, population and infrastructure ([@bb1045]). Similar results are also reported by Rosenzweig et al. in New Jersey ([@bb0810]).

In ([@bb0695]), Papanastasiou et al. studied the synergy between urban pollution and extreme hot weather. They monitored air quality at three sites in Athens (city center, near the city center, suburb), two in Thessaloniki (city center, suburb) and one in Volos (city center), selected for the heterogeneity in population and spatial coverage. The authors focused on the difference between heat wave and non-heat wave days during the 2001--2010 summers. The analysis was based on O~3~, NO~2~ and PM10 at up to six urban and suburban sites. Temperature and relative humidity were monitored in the three city centers. Air quality degraded during heat wave days. PM10 showed the highest sensitivity, increasing by 25%--38%, followed by NO~2~ (14%--29%). In contrast, ozone\'s increment didn\'t surpass 12%. The minima were recorded at the suburban stations. These findings complemented the results of a previous study in the city of Volos ([@bb0690]). Again, the authors found that the major pollutions events in 2007 summer coincided with heat wave events, when also UHI reached a high. A causal link was established between the presence of low-speed sea breeze and higher aerosol concentration (by up to 31%) due to i) the development of an internal boundary layer in the marine air mass that hampered any efficient vertical diffusion of pollutants and ii) the increased production of secondary aerosol from gas-to-particle conversion processes ([@bb0060]), strongly enhanced by sea breeze-like mesoscale circulations. These findings are in line with those by [@bb0135]. A study by [@bb0970] confirmed the negative effects of the synergy between extreme high temperatures and excessive pollution levels during the same heat wave also for the city of Athens.

Another intense heat wave swept across Europe in July 2010. An investigation by [@bb0160] in Gdańsk (Poland\'s principal seaport and core of the country\'s fourth-largest metropolitan area) pointed out the strengthening between UHI and UPI. The authors statistically assessed the interrelation between UHI (measured between the urban centre and three different suburban stations) and urban pollution based on hourly measurements of air temperature, relative humidity, wind speed and pollutants composing the Common Air Quality Index (CAQI), namely NO~2~, O~3~, CO, PM10, PM2.5 and SO~2~. The UHII peaked at over 4 °C, mostly shaped by local circulation and sea breeze. Correlation analysis and linear regression revealed the significant interlink between UHII and each analyzed pollutant, although, generally, the highest significance was manifested with a 1--5 h delay, with characteristics depending on time of the day and specific pollutant.

The superposition of UHIs and UPIs is thus very likely to characterize the future scenarios worldwide, with major repercussions on people vulnerability ([@bb0505]; [@bb0610]; [@bb0080]). These concerns are raised by [@bb0615] who aimed at identifying hot spots with high health risks for distinct groups of urban population, based on temperature and PM concentration measurements coupled with geo-statistics. They examined several locations in the City of Aachen, Germany, different in density, greenery, topography and traffic to identify predictors for the onset of potentially critical conditions. ArcGIS and Matlab were adopted: circular buffers of 200-to-800 m size were applied to investigate the influence of different neighborhoods and distances from emission sources. For both temperature and PM contents, the strongest impacts of influencing factors were found within several hundred meters (200--400 m for temperature, 400--800 m for PMs), in accordance with previous research ([@bb0420]; [@bb0325]). Out of 19 influencing factors, five showed the most significant correlations and were used as spatial predictors. Land use, canopy height, building area and degree of surface sealing were best predictors for both hot and polluted spots, whereas population and traffic kernel density were significant to temperature and PMs respectively. Areas exceeding the 80th and 90th percentile (P80, P90) of each predictor were considered at high risk of air pollution and heat stress and mostly overlapped the major traffic lines. Healthier areas corresponded to extended greenery. For risk-enhanced zones, estimation of vulnerable people exposure was carried out: 15/13% of the population exposed to over P80/P90 levels was over-65. Toxicological analyses revealed that accumulation of health-threatening species (e.g. metals and polycyclic aromatic hydrocarbons) was likely associated with temperature stress.

Bushfires are among the calamitous events that are envisioned to escalate in the future due to global and local climate change. The drawbacks in terms of UHI and UPI were recently investigated by [@bb0995]. The authors carried out an environmental and air quality monitoring campaign in the inner west of the city of Sydney, during the massive bushfires that afflicted Australia between December and January 2020. Under a combination of extreme pollution, heat waves and drought, a suite of dependencies could be established: i) near-surface particulate matter tended to accumulate within specific thermohygrometric ranges adverse to deliquescence as found in ([@bb0625]; [@bb0155]) and under the transport of sea breeze; ii) high PM concentration were likely recorded in the nighttime/early morning, especially after daytime heat waves; iii) PM-rich atmosphere attenuated UV radiation maintaining the UV index under health-threatening levels in line with ([@bb0440]; [@bb0125]; [@bb1000]); iii) heavy rain splashing generated the most intense concentration of dust due to the ejection of sub-micrometre organic matters from the soil surface into the air ([@bb1025]; [@bb0145]); iv) a steady and accentuated UHII emerged, in contrast with the historical trends due to the change in radiative forcing and the disappearance of any cool island events. It was thus demonstrated that during days of high pollution, rich in particulate matter, the UHI was exacerbated, providing fertile ground for increased mortality and morbidity rates. Some of the above results are displayed in [Fig. 6](#f0030){ref-type="fig"} .Fig. 6Effect of intense combined weather extremes (bushfires, heat waves and drought) on near-surface pollution, reported for the city of Sydney during the 2019/2020 bushfire season: a) thermohygrometric conditions conducive to high PMs and b) anomalies in UHII trend by comparing the top-left single boxplot (UHII statistical distribution during the bushfires at the monitoring site) against the historical trends (UHII statistical distribution at six near locations between 2000 and 2017). Reproduced from ([@bb0995]) © IOP Publishing Ltd. CC BY 4.0.Fig. 6

4.5. Primary and secondary effects of UHI mitigation {#s0045}
----------------------------------------------------

In light of the above considerations, the quality of life and the health conditions of urban populations, especially high-sprawl ones, would plummet in a BAU scenario ([@bb1050]). Mitigating the UHI effect curtails the demand for cooling energy in commercial and residential buildings with reduction in emissions of CO~2~ and smog ([@bb0855]). Since ozone is formed when its precursors (NO~x~ and VOCs) photochemically react with heat and solar radiation, actions taken to mitigate urban overheating are in principle strongly beneficial in terms of air quality too ([@bb0280]). Nonetheless, well-established mitigation technologies and techniques (e.g. highly reflective surfaces, greenery, water features) usually do not limit their action to sensible cooling, but may variously alter the local thermal and chemical balance. By way of example, [Table 1](#t0005){ref-type="table"} demonstrates the intricate and countervailing effects of tree planting on UHI and or UPI and vice versa: changes in albedo, evapotranspiration, roughness and canopy alter air temperature, relative humidity, solar budgets, wind speed and chemistry at the local scale. The product of the interaction between vapor pressure deficit, air temperature, stomatal conductance, tree hydraulic status, soil water availability and wind speed must be carefully evaluated ([@bb0050]). This applies to most mitigation strategies.Table 1Tree-planting effects on UHI-UPI interaction ([@bb0950]; [@bb0915]; [@bb0655]; [@bb0900]; [@bb0265]). Specific references are provided where appropriate.Table 1CauseEffectPhotosynthesisDirect CO~2~ reduction (photosynthesis sequesters carbon)Dry-deposition and stomatal uptakeDirect SO~2~, NO~x~, CO, O~3~ and particulate matter reduction. Dry deposition depends on cuticular, stomatal and mesophyll resistances of leaves, stems, and other organs which in turn are temperature and water dependent.EvapotranspirationDirect air cooling which causes i) indirect CO~2~ reduction (by reducing the demand for cooling energy), ii) indirect SO~2~, NO~x~, CO, O~3~ and particulate matter reduction (by reducing combustion of fossil fuels and emissions from power plants), iii) inhibition of all temperature-dependent ozone-forming chemicals, iv) enhancement of wet deposition. On the other side, evapotranspiration rates increase with temperature, hence trees may exchange \~30% more water on paved urban areas than in vegetated areas ([@bb0470]). However, excessive ambient overheating caused trees to close their stomata and suppress water loss even in well-watered conditions ([@bb1040]).Strategic planting of deciduous treesSignificant reduction of summer solar exposures of structures, parking lots and streets. This limits re-emitted long-wave radiation that triggers ozone photochemistry and reduce evaporative emissions from vehicles (VOCs and NO~x~). On the other side, evergreen species are most effective at dry deposition.GrowthThe benefits of urban trees increase with time (e.g. larger crowns, denser foliage, carbon storage) especially when periodically replacements with new mature trees are scheduled (storage capacity increased by up to 33%). On the other side, maintenance activities may require large inputs of energy from fossil fuels, thus affecting the overall budget.Albedo changeReplacement of manmade materials (concrete, asphalt) with trees increases the reflectivity and reduces the heat absorption capacity.Surface roughnessThe physical barrier breaks the wind force and depreciates mixing, stimulating accumulation of pollutants.BVOCs emissionTree emit biogenic VOCs (especially isoprene) that contribute to ozone and CO formation. The emission rate depends on the species (beefwood and eucalyptus on the front line, elm, crape myrtle, cedar and Judas trees on the bottom line). Anyway, some high-emitting species exert also the higher cooling effect ([@bb0245]).

Several papers tackle the controversial question of whether urban heat island mitigation impacts positively or negatively on local pollution. EPA has teamed up with NASA and LBNL since 1998 to untangle the knot ([@bb0280]). Negative impacts are intimately related to the reduced vertical mixing that comes with air cooling. As air layering is more stable, primary pollutants (SO, NO) tend to remain close to the ground sources from where they are emitted. Nonetheless, the net effects are strongly connected to the specific mitigation strategy.

Trees are generally found to deflate both primary and secondary pollutants in cities. Already in 1996, Taha investigated the impact of increased urban vegetation on ozone concentration throughout the South Coast Air Basin (SoCAB) in California ([@bb0950]). He numerically explored the temperature and air quality impacts of a 1% and 2% increase in urban vegetation considering low, medium and high BVOCs-emitting species. Low-emitting species release \<2 and 1 μgg^−1^ h^−1^ (micrograms per gram of dry-leaf mass per hour) of isoprene and monoterpenes, whereas high-emitters\' release is of about 20 and 5 μgg^−1^ h^−1^, respectively. The concentration of different species was modelled according to turbulent dispersion, chemical reactions, man-made and natural as well as mobile and stationary emissions, and deposition on the vegetative canopy. The temperature drop amounted to 1.5 °C on average with peaks of 3.5 °C. A net ozone reduction was achieved with low-emitters only. Planting medium and high-emitting trees negatively impacted the air quality. At peak smog hour (3 pm) a 1% increase of low-emitting species reduced the population-weighted ozone exceedance exposure by 11% (NAAQS threshold considered), while an equal increase of medium-emitting species upturned the benefit into a +9% penalty. This has implications for the future selection of species used for biofuels or urban tree planting ([@bb0930]). In the same vein, in ([@bb1005]), the authors explored the impact of street trees on mitigating daytime temperatures and on improving the air quality in Bangalore. Second fastest growing city in India with technologically intensive industries, highest national vehicle-to-person ratio and tropical climate, Bangalore is facing escalating UHI and UPI. The monitoring campaign focused on ten major roads in different parts of the city, having tree cover for about 150 m along one segment and no tree cover along the adjacent. Variation in ambient air temperature, road surface temperature, relative humidity, air pollution (PMs and SO~2~) and traffic intensities were synchronously recorded for paired segments on summer sunny working days. Street trees lowered i) air temperatures by up to 5.6 °C, ii) road surface temperatures by up to 27.5 °C and iii) SO~2~ levels by up to 65%. Furthermore suspended PMs stayed within prescribed limits for 80% of the vegetated roads, while surpassed twice the limit in 50% of the non-vegetated roads. Greenery was linked to urban climate and pollution also by [@bb0575]. His study was based on a four-year monitoring campaign on temperature, humidity, precipitation and pollution in green and built-up areas of the city of Paris, France. The influence of different types of gardens and extensions of parkland was highlighted. A maximum temperature difference of 3 °C was observed between green and inhabited zones, which was enough to engender a local breeze that pushed away local pollutants (especially SO~2~). The extent of this washing action was largely a function of the park size and was negligible in less-than-1-hectare gardens. On the above grounds, the author suggested to avoid built-up areas longitudinally to extensive green areas and to place large avenues facing the parklands at the crossing with neighboring inhabited spaces to take maximum advantage of the local pollutant-dispersing and fresh breeze. Substantiated protocols for precinct ventilation design and characterization are, indeed, increasingly needed ([@bb0320]).

Another widely applied UHI countermeasure relies on the use of high-reflective materials. Cool roofs and pavements reduce temperature-dependent emissions of ozone precursors and PMs and curtail greenhouse emissions by cutting buildings\' cooling needs ([@bb0015]; [@bb0535]). By lowering the ambient temperature, they also reduce the rate of VOC evaporation and ozone formation ([@bb0620]). A variety of studies by Taha et al. linked higher reflectance roofs to ozone concentration on episodic scale. For instance, in 2015, Taha examined the impacts of increased surface albedo on regional/urban meteorology and air quality during Californian summers ([@bb0965]). The author relied on CART (Classification And Regression Tree) to select episodes of high, medium and low ozone concentration between 1999 and 2005. An updated version of the mesoscale meteorological model (PSU/NCAR MM5) dedicated to heat-island applications, named uMM5 ([@bb0955], [@bb0960]) was adopted to simulate horizontal and vertical transport, advection, diffusion, emissions, chemical transformations and pollution sinks (e.g. deposition). The change in albedo was applied only where no glare or multiple inter-reflections between buildings could be potentially detrimental, thus mostly on wide highways for a city-averaged increase of 0.02--0.05. The implications can be summarized as follows: i) cooling of up to 2 °C or more, ii) reduction in degree-hours per day between 90 and 155, iii) city-wide significant reduction of cumulative and 8-h ozone peak, iv) small ozone increases in case of reduced mixing and modified transport of precursors. The positive impacts were always more pronounced i) in Southern rather than Central California, because of the larger modifiable surface and the strong interconnectedness between urban areas, and ii) under non-extreme heat conditions. In a future scenario that included emission caps, these impacts were limited to 40--100%, possibly due to UHI magnification prevaricating over the effects of the abatement strategies (in line with the 1990\'s result by [@bb0090]). Finally, the photochemical model CAMx was adopted to verify the effects of a 20% stepwise emission reduction in NO~x~, then in reactive organic gases (ROG) and then in both. A suite of isopleth diagrams was derived, showing the response in the 1-h peak ozone. It was found that, in order to achieve a 1 ppb reduction, ROG emission had to be reduced by up to 9.3% and 8.5% in Central and Southern California, respectively.

In most of the studies concerning high-albedo materials, UHI and UPI it is assumed that cool surfaces would not alter the UV reflectance. Yet, UV reflectance can significantly modify the rate of ozone production. Enhanced pollution is reported, for instance, in the Uintah basin as a consequence of the snow cover ([@bb0190]). A first comprehensive study is reported by [@bb0230], who investigated the impact of greenery (fractional increase from 0.12 to 0.8), highly reflective materials (albedo increase of roof and facades from 0.2 to 0.7) and building density (main road width increased by 16--20%) on air quality inside the urban canopy. They coupled the mesoscale chemical transport model WRF-Chem with the multi-layer Building Effect Parameterization (BEP) developed by [@bb0595] to account for the three-dimensional local heterogeneity of the urbanscape and capture its perturbation in terms of heat, moisture and momentum. The city of Stuttgart, in Germany, served as test bed and the 2003 European heat wave as climatological context. The core novelty lies in the analysis of both primary (CO, NO) and secondary pollutants (O~3~) to i) depict the full gas phase urban chemistry and ii) further entangle the dynamics of formation and transport of different pollutants. The near surface concentration of primary pollutants was negatively correlated to the turbulent kinetic energy. Conversely, the turbulent term was always positively correlated with ozone concentration during the morning and the evening, when ozone was higher in the residual layer than at ground level (less titration, less deposition). Around noon the boundary layer was well mixed and the vertical ozone gradient was attenuated, while during the night ground-level ozone was strongly depleted by NO titration. The decrease in near surface temperature, due to mitigating strategies, resulted in an increase of primary pollutants (NO, CO). Extra vegetation led to 5% increment of both compounds, while the increase of albedo led to +25% NO and +9% CO (mean concentrations). Ozone was decreased by 8% and 6%, respectively. While urban density had negligible impacts, greenery was steadily effective in curbing ozone at any time of the day due to the stronger cooling over vegetative surfaces than over impervious surfaces. When assuming an increase in the urban albedo, peak ozone concentration showed a tendency to increase (+12%) between 2 pm and 4 pm. This was ascribed to accelerated photochemistry (higher photolysis rates) owing to enhanced intensity of reflected shortwave radiation from highly reflective surfaces (up to 170% increase in reflected shortwave radiation). However, on average, the O~3~ mean concentration could be reduced by 5--8% ([@bb0230]) in response to a 1.1/1.7 °C UHII mitigation with greenery and increased albedo, respectively. Despite no direct correlation could be established between primary pollutants and air temperature, a linear regression could be observed when relating ozone and temperature. The authors concluded that daily average ozone concentration could be more efficiently decreased by low-emitting urban vegetation than highly reflective surfaces, as advocated also in ([@bb0180]). These results contrast with the results by [@bb0955] who reported a decrease in peak ozone concentration between 2 pm and 4 pm in the urban area of Los Angeles (−4.7%) and Sacramento (−18%) when the surface albedo was increased from 0.2 to 0.5. The maximum temperature reduction was much stronger in both locations (−4.5 and −3 °C) compared to those observed by [@bb0230].

The influence of increased albedo is further examined in 2017 by Epstein et al. who warned on the need to keep the adverse air quality side-effects of wide-spread cool installations to a minimum ([@bb0210]). They quantified the UV enhancement and demonstrated the complex and non-linear impacts on both ozone and PM2.5 concentration if cool-roofs were to be applied as prescribed by California\'s Title 24 building energy efficiency standards to face the extreme pollution in the South Coast Air Basin (SoCAB). The authors built up a high-resolution classified database of building rooftop areas and combined WRF v3.6 with Community Multiscale Air Quality model (CMAQ v5.0.2) to project pollution concentrations under four different scenarios to determine the individual effects of changes in meteorology, emissions, enhanced visible/infrared reflectance, and a range of hypothetical changes in UV reflectance. Basecase values were extracted from monthly MODIS and aircraft-based solar reflectance measurements of rooftops in Los Angeles and Long Beach. The prominent results can be summarized as follows: i) the annual averaged daily temperatures and the daily maximum planetary boundary layer height decreased throughout the domain (up to 0.35 °C and 40--65 m in high-albedo-change and most polluted areas); ii) the lower surface temperatures on land hindered the penetration of daytime sea breeze; iii) the average PM2.5 concentrations increased due to limited mixing and partitioning of semivolatile species by maximum 0.3 μg·m^−3^ with minimal impact from increased UV reflectance; iv) the population-weighted 8-h ozone concentrations increased when changes in UV reflectance were at an upper bound. The authors concluded that "although the other benefits of cool roofs could outweigh small air-quality penalties, UV reflectance standards for cool roofing materials could mitigate these negative consequences. Results of this study motivate the careful consideration of future rooftop and pavement solar reflectance modification policies".

Overall, the impacts of high-albedo urbanscapes on global scale and climate-dependencies remain unsettled in literature ([@bb0385]), especially if aging and long-term performance loss are taken into account in contrast with the time-growing benefit of greenery ([Table 1](#t0005){ref-type="table"}). On the other side, there is no doubt that the cost of inaction would be much higher ([@bb0515]).

5. Discussion {#s0050}
=============

Already in 2004, [@bb0150] advocated the importance of exploring the consequences of combined urban heat and pollution island effects, since, despite the strong entanglement, UHI and UPI are generally investigated separately ([@bb0545]). Recently, holistic approaches are gaining ground to enable the conceptualization of double-acting countermeasures ([@bb0150]; [@bb0045]), as demonstrated by the European Project MEGAPOLI ([@bb0040]) and dedicated conferences ([@bb0905]).

Assessing the interlink between UHI and UPI is no trivial matter. The setup and maintenance of a dense sensor network is indispensable to investigate near-surface parameters, but expensive. Alternatively, unmonitored areas can be assessed by geo-statistics based on relatively few direct observations ([@bb0615]) or by applying complex algorithms on remotely acquired images ([@bb0650]). Multiyear assessments should also be encouraged when looking at trends and not occurrences, to make sure anomalous years are smoothed in their contribution. Nevertheless, meaningful information are collected also from shorter experiences, especially if weather extremes such as heat waves, droughts or fires are under scrutiny. Numerical modelling encounters several challenges as well due to the uncertainty on chemistry mechanisms, weather forecasts and emission inventories, especially for long-lived species ([@bb0355]). The exclusion of anthropogenic heat is what depreciates the validity of most proposed models, since, reportedly, this term can increase the near-surface temperature by nearly 1--3 °C ([@bb0360]; [@bb0660]; [@bb0815]) with the highest impact overnight ([@bb0235]; [@bb0110]). Resultantly, even high-detail architectures coupling WRF with Noah and multilayer urban representations fail at depicting the nighttime surface air temperature, with underestimation in the order of 2--4 °C due to the lack of consideration for anthropogenic sources ([@bb1110]). Furthermore, despite relative humidity plays a relevant role in transforming the reactive pollutants and increasing the secondary pollutants concentrations, its inclusion and its role is sparsely covered ([@bb0945]). Additionally, as expressed by Huszar et al. ([@bb0355]), special care should be devoted to balance the uncertainties on the vertical eddy diffusion. This term strongly influences pollution dispersal, with extremely complex dynamics when it comes to secondary pollutants or pollutants having secondary components. In this vein, detailed large scale eddy simulations (LES) recently proved to have an edge over mesoscale models in representing urban-induced turbulence ([@bb0555]).

Despite the investigatory difficulties, the most important determinants of both UHI and UPI have been progressively identified over recent years. In a nutshell, the probability of UHI and UPI formation increases with proximity to the city center and/or heat/emission sources, air stagnation, clear anticyclonic conditions, warm/hot seasons, nocturnal conditions, city size and/or population. The impacts affect climatological aspects like sunshine, precipitation, temperature and air quality. Under specific contingencies, the positive correlation between UHI and UPI can reverse owing to the stimulation of vertical transport, mixing and inversion breaking. Further, since the budget terms in UHI and UPI formation and magnification relate to the mechanisms of advection, chemical production/loss tendency, turbulence, dry/wet deposition and anthropogenic emissions, the net tendency might differ between nighttime and daytime ([@bb0860]). As a rule of thumb, nocturnal chemistry substantially depends on altitude and local orography. Air from different elevations interact and mix, each with its own chemical history. Nocturnal ozone maxima are reported in a variety of studies owing to the vertical mixing from higher levels ("leaky" residual layer, as dubbed by Hu et al. ([@bb0340])) or horizontal transportation through local and mesoscale wind systems like low-level jets ([@bb0195]). Major gaps exist in the understanding of the underlying causes, as reported by Tong et al. in their review on urban ozone and its evolution upon change of boundary layer characteristics ([@bb0980]). The mechanisms through which the availability of pollutants for a given day affects the next day\'s is also a grey area and a major uncertainty in atmospheric pollution models ([@bb0860]). It is however acknowledged that while the ozone contained in the atmospheric boundary layer tends to be titrated near the surface at night, it remains available at the higher residual layer. As turbulent kinetic processes develop during the day, especially in presence of rough urban fabrics, the convective boundary layer starts eroding the residual layer and makes its ozone pockets available for mixing near the ground ([@bb0250]). Further, due to thermal and chemical processes occurring in the city, the urban residual layer is higher, deeper and richer in ozone compared to the rural surroundings ([@bb0860]).

The urban canopy meteorological forcing (by and large represented by higher Bowen ratio), is repeatedly found to significantly impact the spatial and vertical distribution of air pollutants. The enhanced updraft can reduce the surface concentrations of particulate matter and NO~x~, which, in turn, lessens titration and triggers the production of near-surface ozone, with important variations at different altitudes ([@bb0770]; [@bb0355]). Another key-player is the HIC, namely the mesoscale urban breeze generated by the UHI and characterized by a surface convergent flow onto the city center ([@bb0670]). This phenomenon is enhanced by urban sprawling. Urban sprawl has been vastly documented to elevate the economic and environmental cost of services and daily routines by incrementing the average travelling distance and traffic congestion from/to expanded urban fringes/city center ([@bb0075]; [@bb1015]) with a broad spectrum of health-related implications ([@bb0260]). The revised literature additionally points out a positive association between sprawl and ozone exceedances, possibly due to the hypothesis that lower density, but spatially extended patterns of urbanization generate more surface that heats up compared to compact textures. Hence, sprawling cities may experience severer air quality deterioration due to a mightier and more extended HIC. From observed results and considering the present trend towards congested city centers with less parking lots and expanded traffic lanes, the issue of establishing thresholds for minimum airflow within the pedestrian street should be sought ([@bb0495]). Additionally, advecting plumes of ozone precursors could travel further downwind thus exposing the periurban areas and neighboring smaller cities to poorer air quality. As suggested by Stone, strategies like "urban growth boundaries" and "form-based codes" should replace traditional zoning ordinances to limit peripheral growth and to promote higher density.

Generally speaking, the patterns of UHI and UPI and, even more, their linkage gets more complex in case of coastal cities, because of a variegated interrelation between land and sea breezes with the heat island circulation and convergent fronts ([@bb1070]). Typical characteristics of the sea breeze observed in dense coastal metropolitan areas include formation of suburban stagnant regions, frontal intensification, and delay of inland advance ([@bb0010]). Sea breeze and synoptic forcing typically interfere destructively thus producing weaker winds over urban areas conducive to stagnation. The ability of sea breeze to counteract background winds is especially vivid during heat waves when the synoptic circulation is lowest ([@bb0600]). As a result, ozone precursors emitted from a coastal city and advected to the sea by the land breeze transform into ozone directly over the water body. From there O~3~-rich air masses are advected back to the city by the sea breeze, where they merge and combine with the HIC creating stationary systems of stalling polluted air. In most cases, the HIC interfering effect outweighs the UHII driving effect over sea breeze propagation due to larger thermal gradients ([@bb1065]; [@bb0460]; [@bb0115]), yet multi-directional sea breezes (e.g. land-bay and land-gulf circulations) further complicate the interaction ([@bb0115]). Equally complex is the HIC role in valleys, where the temperature inversion tends to decouple the wind fields above and below thus restricting the vertical motion, the growth of the canopy boundary layer and the subsidence from the atmosphere aloft. As a result, the ozone trapped within the shallow decoupled surface layer is depleted by titration. This persists in rural and lightly urbanized contexts. The inversion breaking induced by intense urbanization couples back the two fields thus freeing the transport of pollutants out of the valley ([@bb0770]).

In the future, heat waves, droughts, bushfires and other weather extremes are expected to progressively loosen their sporadicity and expose the fragility of urban infrastructures and resources. The built form tends to amplify and distort the natural hazard by multiplying the UHIs and UPIs and by strengthening their interaction ([@bb1050]). There is little controversy worldwide on the potential occurrence of more hot anticyclonic summer episodes conducive to capping temperature inversions and hence to pollutants trapping near the surface. According to Lee, a unitary increase in ambient temperature would be associated to enough catalyzing sunshine to increase the surface ozone concentration by 14% in London ([@bb0515]). Higher temperatures would likely increase VOC emissions too by triggering VOC production, by increasing the volatility of gaseous compounds and by altering the local flora and fauna ([@bb0780]). On the other side, adaptation strategies may come into play: for instance, some tree species drop their leaves under drought conditions, which results in less emissions, less wind breaking but also less evapotranspiration ([@bb0450]). Predicting these impacts is especially difficult, as our understanding of VOC emissions in extreme environments is still very limited ([@bb0780]). On top of that, catastrophic bushfires are occurring more and more frequently with intense pollution emission and substantial erosion of the green lungs worldwide ([@bb0995]). Bushfires were also found to alter UHI patterns towards more intense and stable episodes ([@bb0995]). In this scenario, PM levels are of special concern since the related mortality rate escalates during hot days, due to the physiological stress and evermore altered response to toxic agents ([@bb0790]).

Since UHI and UPI share most of the driving forces, UHI mitigation strategies appear to be a valuable measure against urban pollution too. The effects of albedo modifications manifest themselves in multiple ways: on temperature, cloudiness, wind, moisture, mixing, all potentially related to intensity and characteristics of both UHI and UPI ([@bb0965]). Competing effects on photolysis rates, titration rates due to enhanced shortwave radiation and reduced temperature have been vastly reported ([@bb0230]; [@bb0210]). The ozone increase due to highly reflective surfaces is generally limited to peak values ([@bb0230]) and is however strongly dependent on the UHI mitigation intensity.

Greenery appears to be especially promising, provided that low-BVOC-emitting species are selected ([@bb0950]). Results for Sacramento in the early 90s pointed to a 35% and 40% air conditioning load reduction from feasible measures of tree planting and albedo increase, with several 0 kWh and hence zero emission days ([@bb0800]). On the other side, many conurbations suffer from a substantial lack of development space or excessively steep terrains which hinder the inclusion of green features or other mitigation interventions. This is reported, for instance, for the city of Hong Kong ([@bb0650]) and for Singapore ([@bb0645]). For these urbanscapes and for desert cities as well ([@bb0290]), even small pockets of greenery within the congested inner city are of immense environmental importance, hence strategic planning in view of the natural topographic setting, climatic pattern and building layout is pivotal.

Overall, for most conventional mitigation strategies, different positive and negative effects have to be traded off against each other. Other than that, urban pollution control strategies based on emission reductions proved very and widely successful over the past decades, especially in terms of NO~x~ and nonmethane hydrocarbons. However, the application of exhaust control regulations in the industrial sector and of diesel emissions in the transport sector proved much less effective against photochemical oxidants ([@bb0460]). The reason is that reaction-enhancing phenomena, whose magnitude was mild in the past are exacerbating, UHI at the forefront. Furthermore, transboundary air pollution from large city clusters (e.g. from East Asia) introduce complex long-range patterns which can seriously deteriorate the air quality over hundreds of kilometers. Overall, the current paradigms for pollutants formation, accumulation and transport need to be expanded to consider i) the vertical structure of the mixing layer and its dependence on atmospheric stability, ii) the preservation of the decoupling from the residual layer overnight, iii) the relative collocation of emission sources and the role of urban sprawl in different topographic contexts ([@bb0475]; [@bb0640]). The conceptual framework in [Fig. 7](#f0035){ref-type="fig"} attempts to recap most of the above considerations to guide researchers and practitioners in interpreting the UHI and UPI linkage, the arena of potential key factors and thereby the room for counteraction.Fig. 7Conceptual framework on the linkage between UHI and UPI. Phenomenological mechanisms are made explicit where appropriate for the sake of clarity.Fig. 7

6. Conclusions and outlook {#s0055}
==========================

Urban Heat Island and Urban Pollution Island are both manifestations of the urban metabolism and of the thermo-chemical perturbation that occurs when conventional built features replace natural features. The urban canopy meteorological forcing manifests into the generation of urban heat islands and convergent air circulations characterized by reduced wind speeds but enhanced vertical eddy mixing, which, in turn affect air chemistry, transport and inversion layer coupling/breaking mechanisms. As such, constructive and destructive interferences may establish depending on local topography, geography, climate and local-scale specificities.

According to the revised literature, synoptic conditions characterized by high temperature, low relative humidity, low wind speed and cloudlessness are conducive to UHI development and severe pollution episodes at the same time ([@bb0500]). Urban breeze with low-level inversion and low-level convergence worsens both local overheating and air quality, especially in the nighttime. The effect of enhanced turbulence in the urban boundary layer is of paramount importance in determining the mutual relationship between UHI and UPI. Generally, both synergistic and antagonistic interactions are established depending on the considered class of pollutants ([@bb0355]).

When designing mitigation scenarios, high site-specificity comes into play. If it is true that higher temperatures boost atmospheric chemistry cycles, it is likewise true that higher convective turbulence and vertical mixing is vital for pollutants dispersal. If it is true that higher albedo increases photochemical ozone production, it is likewise true that the temperature drop likely overcompensates. If it is true that greenery cleans and cools the air, it is likewise true that BVOC-emitting species might upend the balance.

Overall, a one-fits-all recipe is hard to ascertain ([@bb0150]), but by merging the results of the revised literature with those emerging from several affiliated sectors, a list of urban design criteria can be delineated:•tree planting and greenery: i) vast parklands should be integrated in the urban texture to stimulate local breezes and provide higher volumetric heat capacity; ii) vertical greenscaping and rooftop gardens should be considered, especially in tall buildings long exposed to solar radiation to relieve the usage of AC systems; iii) plant cover in the form of overhanging creepers or suchlike should shade large masses of asphalt and concrete; iv) low maintenance and low ozone-forming potential species should be preferred where possible;•water: i) large water bodies should be surrounded by low-rise buildings to let greater rates of latent heat influx penetrate deeper inside the city; ii) artificial blue features, such as misting systems, should be arranged as multiple small-scale interventions, devised in view of dominant wind patterns and synergistic cooling ([@bb0985]);•buildings and built surfaces: i) aerodynamically rough urban profiles and radial streetscaping should be encouraged to trigger the turbulent heat diffusion between buildings and prevent pollutant stagnation; iii) appropriate shading provisions should be in place to avoid unnecessary indoor overheating and dilute the use of air conditioning systems; iv) centralized large buildings and hotels should move towards heat recovery systems to recycle the pumped out hot air into hot water supply or secondary circuits; v) high-albedo roofs and pavements should be preferred over conventional paradigms yet a dedicated legislation should advice on potential UV drawbacks ([@bb0210]);•traffic: i) private transport restrictions and dedicated regulations to manage number and type of vehicles in the hot spots of a city should be put in place, especially in tropical developing countries; ii) on-board air conditioning systems based on environmentally-friendly technologies (e.g. thermoelectric devices ([@bb0740])) should be installed; iii) bus stations and other pollutants sources (e.g. landfills) should be relocated whenever the coupling with the HIC determines the onset of intense UPIs; technological advances in emission control strategies (e.g. hybrid vehicles, alternative fuels) should progress to better balance stack and tailpipe emissions with benefits in terms of air quality;•awareness: a strong disabler to UHI and UPI prevention is the level of consideration citizen and urban planners tend to devote to climate-responsive design over aesthetics, economics and beautification of the city. To stimulate a participatory and fast-learning approach, citizen science projects are aiming at mobilizing and sensitizing citizens on the challenges and opportunities of living the built realm ([@bb0750]);•abatement strategies: from a UHI perspective, NO~x~ abatement strategies appear to be more promising than VOC abatement strategies given the minor sensitivity to temperature increases ([@bb0860]; [@bb0090]), yet the choice is strictly site-specific. On a general note, knowing the ozone chemical regime (ozone sensitivity to NOx and VOCs unit change) is crucial to plan effective abatement strategies ([@bb0600]) not just in large conurbations but also in downwind smaller cities ([@bb1110]). The regime could be estimated with the Sillman method which establishes at 0.28 the threshold over which the ratio of HCHO/NO~y~ (sum of the total nitrogen species) produces NO~x~-limited regime ([@bb0885]).

The concomitant action on all of the above points is suggested for future counteraction and disentanglement of heat and pollution islands. Citizen-oriented technologies and information platforms should become a priority in shaping the cities of tomorrow ([@bb0030]). Against this backdrop, scientific breakthroughs in the field of materials sciences are expected to pave the way to new mitigation technologies. Among them, passive daytime radiative cooling ([@bb0835]) and elastocaloric cooling ([@bb0990]) hold great promise.

All things considered, the various impacts of climate change, urbanization and changes in lifestyles (e.g. changes in occupancy and consumption patterns, emission control strategies, LULC conversions) should be harmoniously combined and holistically investigated to give plausible and consistent narratives of the intricate nexus between UHI and UPI ([@bb0830]). The topic is envisaged to receive much more attention in the future, as perceptions of unhealthy and stressful urban environments have been recently emphasized by the COVID-19 pandemic ([@bb0020]; [@bb0875]; [@bb1055]; [@bb0745]) and bushfire season ([@bb0995]), thus enforcing the paramount need for improved urban environmental quality, improved coping strategies and improved monitoring towards a more salutogenic approach to urban life ([@bb0650]). This review attempts to be a first step in this direction.
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Table A1List of referenced works in chronological order of publication and corresponding city/cities of investigation. Observation data and UHII, territorial and temporal frames. Bold and italic are used for mean and peak UHI to highlight when the analysis refers to SUHI and AUHI+SUHI, respectively. The abbreviation n.s. stands for non-specified.Table A1Ref & YearCityMean UHII \[°C\]Peak UHII \[°C\]LULCsSeason & solar conditionObservation data([@bb0090])Atlanta2n.s.3 types: urban, suburban, ruralAll seasons and any solar conditionO~3~ from Georgia DNR\
Air temperature at airport from National Weather Service\
Mean summer temperature at four sites (1 urban, 2 suburban, 1 rural)([@bb1065])Tokyo27.54 types: heavily urbanized, suburban, urban near-shore, rural residentialWinter, any solar conditionHourly air temperature, wind speed and direction, pollutants (PMs, NO~2~, O~3~) at urban site (AQMS station)\
Hourly air temperature, wind speed and direction, sunshine duration at rural site (AMeDAS stations)([@bb0950])Los Angelesn.s.n.s.9 types: from 0 to 16,000 metric tons of vegetation biomass (2000 step size)Summer, clear days onlyMeteorological and ozone air quality data from 28 stations in 1987 and 1991([@bb0455])Brisbane164 types: Urban or built-up land, Agricultural land, Forest land, Large water bodySummer, clear days onlyVertical profiles of temperature, specific humidity, wind direction and wind speed from early morning radiosonde from the Brisbane airport\
Hourly temperature data at one urban/industrial site (Ipswich air quality station) and at a suburban area (Eagle Farm air quality station)([@bb0435])Trier1.22.65 types: main terrace (120 m above valley bottom), southwest City Border, 2× inner city, suburbanAll seasons and any solar conditionClimatological data from 2 DWD weather stations\
Meteorological and air quality data (NO~2~, SO~2~, CO, O~3~, PM10) from 2 ZIMEN stations\
Ozone at suburban ZIMEN station\
Meteorological data from 4 automatic stations (Dept. of Climatology)\
Thermo-hygrographs from 5 DWD screen houses\
Mobile meteorological and air quality data from instrumented van([@bb0570])Atlantan.s.n.s.6 types: high-density urban use, low-density urban use, cultivated/exposed land, cropland/grassland, forest, waterSpring and summer, clear days onlyColor-infrared aerial photographs (from NASA\'s Advanced Thermal and Land Applications Sensor, ATLAS)\
USGS digital orthophoto quads (from National Aerial Photography Program, NAPP)\
Land-cover map of Georgia (from ERDAS, Inc. Georgia Department of Natural Resources)\
USGS Levels I and II land-use digital maps([@bb0600])Athens5.25102 types: downtown, suburbanSummer, clear days onlyO~3~, NO and NO~2~ from the MEDiterranean CAmpaign of PHOto-chemicalTracers-TRAnsport and ChemicalEvolution (MEDCAPHOT-TRACE) experimental campaign([@bb0185])Parisn.s.76 types: water, urban densely built, suburban residential, light bare soils, densely vegetated (forest), lawns and fieldsAll seasons and any solar conditionMultispectral image from SPOT-2 satellite +22 images from satellites NOAA-12 and NOAA-14\
Surface ozone concentration measurements (ESQUIF experiment)([@bb0425])Dar es Salaam3 (wet season)\
0.75 (dry season)4 (wet season)\
3.5 (dry season)2 types: urban, ruralWet and dry seasons, any solar conditionParticulate matter, air temperature, wind speed and direction at the rural (airport) station (10 m height)\
Particulate matter, air temperature, relative humidity, wind speed and direction at the urban site (2 m height)([@bb0860])Paris1.253.53 types: urban (urbanization rate \> 50%), suburban (urbanization rate between 10 and 50%), ruralSummer, clear days only2 m air temperature and humidity at 24 Météo France stations (4 urban, 13 suburban, 7 rural)\
Pollutant concentrations (from ARAT aircraft measurements)([@bb1050])London2102 types: urban, ruralAll seasons and any solar conditionDaily minimum temperature differences between urban and rural stations([@bb0935])45 citiesn.s.n.s.2 types: urban, ruralAll seasons and any solar conditionLULCs and sprawl index from ([@bb0225])\
Number of NAAQS ozone exceedances from EPA report\
Annual temperature trends and average ozone season temperature from National Oceanic and Aeronautical Administration\'s National Climatic Data Center\
Population from 2000 US Census([@bb0920])Athens6123 types: urban, suburban, ruralAll seasons and any solar conditionHourly air temperature and relative humidity (5 m height) from 23 met stations\
Hourly ozone, NO~2~ and NO (5 m height) from 3 met stations([@bb1035])Parisn.s.n.s.2 types: urban built, urban parklandsAll seasons and any solar conditionAir temperature, relative humidity, precipitation and pollution in green and built-up areas (1.8 m height)([@bb0500])Taichung35.42 types: urban, ruralAutumn, any solar conditionHourly meteorological and air quality (PM10, PM2.5, CO~2~, CO, SO~2~) data from different governmental stations\
3 h-spaced vertical meteorological data from tethersonde (at 0, 50, 100, 300, 6,001,000 m)([@bb0690])Volosn.s.8.22 types: urban, suburbanSummer, any solar conditionAir temperature, relative humidity, wind speed and direction at two sites (urban/suburban)\
Solar radiation at the suburban site\
PM10 at the urban site([@bb0460])Tokyon.s.n.s.n.s.Summer, any solar condition21 years (1985 to 2005) of summer-averaged daily maximum ozone concentrations at 34 monitoring sites in the central Kanto area of Japan from the National Institute for Environmental Studies (NIES)\
21 years (1985 to 2005) of summer-averaged daily maximum temperature and wind speed at 1 monitoring site from the JMA of Japan\
Hourly ozone, temperature and wind speed from monitoring sites throughout the Tokyo area from NIES (1 month)([@bb0410])Shanghai2817 types: Evergreen Needleleaf Forest, Evergreen Broadleaf Forest, Deciduous Needleleaf Forest, Deciduous Broadleaf Forest, Mixed Forest, Closed Shrubland, Open Shrubland, Woody Savannas, Savannas, Grassland, Permanent Wetland, Cropland, Urban and Built-up, Cropland/Natural Vegetation Mosaic, Snow and Ice, Barren or Sparsely Vegetated, WaterAll seasons, clear days onlyMonthly observations of skin temperature, albedo, and land cover data (MODIS Terra)\
Aerosol optical thickness (MODIS Collection 5)\
Aerosol optical thickness (AERONET)\
Regional wind circulation from the European Centre for Medium-Range Weather Forecasts([@bb0725])Thessaloniki0.5 (day)\
1.5 (night)7 (day) \
\> 7 (night)4 types: (urban traffic, urban industrial, rural industrial, suburban)All seasons and any solar conditionO~3~ monitored at two sites (rural industrial, suburban)\
NO~2~, PM10, temperature, relative humidity, wind speed and direction monitored at four sites (urban traffic, urban industrial, rural industrial, suburban)([@bb0495])Curitiba02.22 types: urban, ruralAll seasons, clear days onlyWeather data from INMET rural station\
Air temperature, relative humidity, wind speed and direction, solar radiation and globe temperature at 2 different urban points per day([@bb0115])Houston1.5n.s.4 types: industrial/commercial, low-density residential, high-density residential, open space (mostly lawn grasses)Summer, n.s.Hourly 10 m wind speed and direction, 2 m air temperature, relative humidity from 29 Texas Commission on Environmental Quality TCEQ stations (20 urban stations out of 29)\
Hourly wind data from 6 wind profilers\
Hourly sea surface temperature from NCEP EDAS([@bb0685])Delhi−1.75 (day)\
2.5 (night)−6 (day)\
7 (night)7 types: agriculture (18.80%), fallow land (55.65%), road (1.22%), rural settlement (1.77%), urban settlement (12.30%), vegetation (9.29%), water body (0.97%)Autumn and winter, any solar conditionDay and night thermal maps (MODIS satellite)\
Surface wind speed data (Safderjung Airport Site of Delhi)\
Atmospheric temperature at 850 and 975 hPa (radiosonde data from Wyoming University)\
Solar spectral irradiance (field measurements in 4 sites)\
Daily average PM2.5 concentrations at one site (from the Central Pollution Control Board)([@bb0615])Aachenn.s.1.6319 types: continuous urban fabric, discontinuous urban fabric, industrial or commercial units, roads and railroads, mineral extraction sites, dump sites, green urban areas, sport facilities, non-irrigated arable land, fruit trees and berry plantations, pastures, complex cultivation patterns, broad-leaved forest, mixed forest, moors and heathland, inland marshes, water courses, water bodiesSummer, any solar conditionPM, air temperature and chemical data from 3 stations (suburban, regional background and urban traffic stations)\
Mobile PM, temperature and relative humidity measurements along 4 bus routes\
PM chemical characterization by gravimetric microbalance sensor([@bb1005])Bangaloren.s.n.s.1 type: urban heavily traffickedSummer, clear days onlyAmbient air temperature, surface temperature, relative humidity and traffic count at 4 points per street, 10 streets\
PMs and SO~2~ at 2 points per street, 10 streets([@bb0240])Tabrizn.s.n.s.8 types: river & water bodies, green lands, bare lands, airport, under construction, market area, industry area, constructed areaSummer, n.s.VNIR bands from ASTER satellite\
PMs at 8 ground-based air-pollution stations\
LULC from aerial photography and photogrammetric methods([@bb0475]) + ([@bb0335])Oklahoma24.53 types: urban, suburban, ruralSummer, any solar conditionNocturnal boundary layer profile from two sonic anemometers + sodar and wind profiler measurements (Join Urban 2003 tracer experiment)\
O~3~ data from six monitoring sites (1 urban, 4 suburban, 1 rural), NO~x~ from 2 sites (1 urban, 1 suburban)\
Data from 3 Oklahoma Mesonet stations([@bb0720])Grand-Camp, Lauricisque, Raizet1.74.24 types: urban, mangrove, landfill, suburbanAll seasons and any solar conditionVOCs by mass spectrometer (4 sites in the landfill, 9 in urban areas and 2 in rural sites)\
Tradewinds (buoys measurements)\
Temperature at 8 sites, 4 urban, 1 mangrove, 2 landfill, 1 suburban\
Hourly average temperature, wind speed and direction, rainfall intensity, nebulosity (from Météo France Guadeloupe station)([@bb0770])Metropolitan Area of the Aburrá Valleyn.s.n.s.2 types: urban, ruraln.s., clear days onlyAnnual carbon emissions([@bb0160])Gdańsk1.544 types: urban center, inland, port, coastSummer, any solar conditionHourly air temperature, relative humidity and wind speed + pollution concentrations (NO~2~, tropospheric ozone, CO, PM10,PM2.5 and SO~2~) at four stations([@bb0695])Athens\
Thessaloniki\
Volos3.552 types: urban, suburbanSummer, any solar conditionO~3~ monitored at three sites (center of Athens, suburb of Athens, suburb of Thessaloniki)\
NO~2~ monitored at five sites (2× center of Athens, center of Thessaloniki, suburb of Athens, suburb of Thessaloniki)\
PM10 monitored at six sites (2× center of Athens, center of Thessaloniki, center of Volos, suburb of Athens, suburb of Thessaloniki)\
Temperature and relative humidity monitored at three sites (center of Athens, center of Thessaloniki, center of Volos)([@bb0965])Sacramento\
San Francisco\
Fresno\
Los Angeles247 types: residential, commercial/services, industrial, transportation/communication, industrial and commercial, mixed urban or built up, other urban or built upSummer, any solar conditionnone([@bb1110])Shanghai236 types: closed shrublands, croplands, water, mixed forests, savannas, urban and built-upSummer, any solar conditionAir temperature, wind speed and wind direction from 3 monitoring sites (Kunshan, Shanghai west, Shanghai center)\
O~3~ and NO~x~ from 5 monitoring sites (1 Kunshan, 3× Shanghai center)([@bb0085])39 cities2.1 ± 0.3 (day)\
3.4 ± 0.2 (night)5.62 types: urban, ruralAll seasons and any solar conditionSurface temperature and longwave radiation (satellite observations, MODIS)\
Aqua land surface temperature (MODIS MYD11A2)\
Aerosol (MODIS Level 2 MYD04_3K)([@bb0230])Stuttgartn.s.n.s.3 types: low density residential (vegetation accounting for 20--70%, urban fraction = 0.6), high-density residential (vegetation \<20%, urban fraction = 0.8) and industrial/commercial (urban fraction = 0.9)Summer, clear days onlyData from 3 urban measurement stations (2 at street level, close to emission sources +1 at roof level in the urban center). Average height of 10.3 m([@bb0210])Los Angelesn.s.n.s.6 types: nonresidential low slope, nonresidential high slope, high-rise low slope residential hotel and motel, high-rise high slope residential hotel and motel, redisential low slope, residential high slopeAll seasons and any solar conditionSolar reflectance from monthly MODIS measurements\
Aircraft-based remote sensing measurements of rooftops in Los Angeles and Long Beach([@bb0945])Chennain.s.43 types: background, commercial and residentialSummer, n.s.Hourly 10 m weather data from 2 monitoring sites (background and residential)\
Temperature, wind speed and direction from 3 monitoring sites (background, commercial and residential)\
Temperature, relative humidity, ozone measured by an instrumented van at 2 sites (background and residential)\
Ozone data from the continuous ambient air quality monitoring station (CAAQMS) at residential and background sites\
Hourly 10 m wind velocity and hourly 2 m and 2500 m relative humidity from weather station and radio sounding data([@bb0545])Berlinn.s.n.s.24 types: continuous urban fabric, discountinuous urban fabric, industrial or commercial, road and rail networks, port areas, airports, mineral extraction sites, dump sites, construction sites, green urban areas, sport and leisure facilities, non-irrigated arable land, fruit trees, pastures, complex cultivation patterns, agriculture & natural vegetation, broad-leaved forest, coniferous forest, mixed forest, natural grasslands, moors and heatland, transitional woodland-shrub, inland marshes, water bodiesSummer, clear days onlyAOD (from MODIS MYD04_3K, Aqua satellite, dark target algorithms)\
LST (from MODIS MYD11_A1, Aqua satellite)\
Surface albedo of urban and rural areas (MODIS Albedo 16-Day L3 Global product MCD43C3)\
Air density, surface temperature, air temperature, sensible heat flux, latent heat flux, precipitation, cloud, local climate sensitivity and energy redistribution factor from MERRA 2 reanalysis data\
PM10 at 12 sites (3 rural, 3 urban, 6 trafficked urban)\
Radiation at 7 sites (5 urban, 1 near-city rural, 1 far-city rural)\
Cloud at 4 sites (2 urban, 1 near-city rural, 1 far-city rural)\
Air temperature at 4 sites (2 urban, 1 near-city rural, 1 rural)\
Wind at 1 site (near-city rural)([@bb1030])25 cities (Shanghai)1.24 °C2.27 °C5 types: farm land, forest, grassland, built-up area, water bodyAll seasons and any solar conditionHourly ground-level O~3~ and NO~2~ from 139 air quality monitoring stations - China Environment Monitoring Center (CEMC)\
Land cover data from the National Geomatics Center of China (NGCC; GlobelLand30--2010)\
MYD11A28-day land surface temperature (LST) from MODIS (1 km resolution)\
Monthly NDVI from MYD13A3 product (1 km resolution)\
Elevation data from Advanced Spaceborne Thermal Emission and Reflection Radiometer (ASTER) Global Digital Elevation Model (GDEM) (90 m resolution)\
Surface meteorological parameters and air temperature from the National Meteorological Information Center\
Population data from China City Statistical Yearbook([@bb0355])Prague\
Berlinn.s.n.s.n.s.All seasons and any solar conditionGridded E-OBS data from ([@bb0165])\
O~3~ and PM2.5 surface concentrations from the European Environment Agency AirBase station data([@bb0995])Sydney0.572 types: urban, suburbanSummer, any solar condition1 min, 1.1 m air temperature, relative humidity, barometric pressure, precipitation, wind (speed and direction), solar radiation, UV radiation, UV index, PM1, PM2.5 and PM10, at the urban site\
Hourly air temperature data from 7 BoM stations in Greater Sydney (2000--2017) Table A2Details of simulated scenarios: software, spatial and temporal domain, inputs and parameterizations. The abbreviation n.s. stands for non-specified.Table A2Ref & yearSoftwareComputational domainTimeInput data (beyond observation data)Parametric analysis([@bb0090])OZIPM4n.s.1974--1988EPA\'s MOBILE4 model for effect of temperature and volatility on evaporative emissions\
Natural emissions inventory (Landsat)10 scenarios of emission control and urbanization: 1/6) 50% VOCS reduction or 50% NO~x~ reduction (base cases); 2/7) scenario 1/6 + 20% natural emissions reduction; 3/8) scenario 2/7 + 2 °C UHI induced pzone photochemistry enhancement; 4/9) scenario 3/8 + 2 °C UHI induced natural emission increase; 5/10) scenario 4/9 + 2 °C UHI induced anthropogenic emissions increase([@bb0950])CSUMM (Colorado State University Mesoscale Model) + UAM-IV (Urban Airshed Model)3865x595km^2^, 5 × 5km^2^ resolution, 10 km vertical height + 50 cm soil depthTwo days, starting at 4 amVegetation biomass distribution data from [@bb0330]2 scenarios of increased urban vegetation: from 16 to 17% and from 16 to 18%.\
3 levels of BVOC-emitting species: low-emitters (\<2 μg/gh of isoprene and \<1 μg/gh of monoterpenes), medium-emitters (4 μg/gh of isoprene and 2 μg/gh of monoterpenes on average) and high-emitters (20 μg/gh of isoprene and 5 μg/gh of monoterpenes on average).([@bb0455])Modified Colorado State University (CSU) mesoscale model100x100km^2^\
2500 50 × 50 grids, interspace 2 km4 h spin-up, 24 h simulationAnthropogenic heat fluxes from 1996 Census of Population, fuel consumption data, waste heat from coal-fired power plants and small industries, energy consumption data and Bureau of Statistics3 heat flux scenarios: 1) no UHI, no anthropogenic heat, 2) UHI, no anthropogenic heat, 3) UHI + anthropogenic heat([@bb0435])ENVI-metCathedral square in the center of Trier (240x220m^2^)June, 3 pmn.s.None([@bb0600])Non-hydrostatic, Boussinesq, anelastic mesoscale model (in-house) + Building Effect Parameterization (BEP) \[An urban surface exchange parameterisation for mesoscale models\] + Transport and photochemistry Eulerian model (TAPOM)72x72km^2^, 2x2km^2^ resolution (36 grid points per side) + 8 additional grid cells at the lateral boundaries (spacing ranging from 2.4 to 8.7 km). Total domain of 151x151km^2^. Vertical resolution of min 10 m (lowest 5 levels) up to 1 km (top of domain, at 8.5 km).\
Temporal resolution of the emission 1 h, spatial resolution 2x2km^2^28 h (4 h spin-up)Emission inventories from previous studies2 model approaches: dynamic and thermodynamic urban surface exchanges VS standard mesoscale models built on constant flux-layer and surface energy budget\
2 scenarios of emission control: 25% NO~x~ emission reduction, 25% VOC emission reduction([@bb0185])GIS (version n.s.)50x50km^2^\
20 m to 1 km resolutionMarch 91,998\
August 6--10, 1998NOAA-AVHRR statistical infrared images\
Classified multispectral SPOT-HRV imagesnone([@bb0860])Coupled Meso-NHC and TEBTwo nested domains: 810x810km^2^ large-scale domain (15 km resolution), 150x150km^2^ small-scale domain (3 km resolution)16--18 Jul 1999Anthropogenic emissions from GENEMIS inventory\
LULCs from CORINE Land Cover database2 heat flux scenarios: URBAN (with TEB, urban surface), NO-URB (without TEB, natural surface)([@bb1050])SDSMn.s.1961--2050Predictand-predictors correlations4 general circulation models: the Canadian Centre for Climate Modelling and Analysis model (CGCM2); the Commonwealth Scientific and Industrial Research Organisation model (CSIRO Mk2); the Max-Planck-Institut for Meteorology model (ECHAM4), the Hadley Centre\'s coupled ocean/atm climate model (HadCM3).([@bb0500])TAPM air pollution model (CSIRO)Four domains: 80 × 80 grids at resolutions of 12 km, 3.6 km, 1.2 km and 0.4 km)\
25 vertical layers (from 10 to 8000 m)n.s.n.s.none([@bb0460])MM5 + CMAQ3 nested domains: 51 × 61, 73 × 88 and 100 × 121 grid points with 9, 3 and 1 km horizontal resolution\
23 vertical levels up to 100 hPa level (14 m thick lowest level)1 month (from 9 am July 31 to midnight August 31, 2005)\
15 h spin-upBoundary and initial conditions from NCEP FNL\
Terrain, land use, and land-water mask datasets from USGS 25-category land use/land cover classification system\
hourly NMHC and NOx emissions data by ([@bb0305])none([@bb0495])ENVI-met (Version 3.1 beta 4)1440x600m^2^March, 6 h run (3 pm--9 pm)SVF and H/W ratio from city plans, aerial photographs and visual surveys\
NO~x~ rate of emission, type of substance, size of particle from indirect derivation into SOURCES.DAT file4 simulation scenarios: 1) 0.3 m/s northerly winds, 2) 0.3 m/s easterly winds, 3) 1.4 m/s northerly winds, 4) 1.4 m/s easterly winds([@bb0115])WRF + Noah + single-layer-UCM4 nested domains: 70 × 70, 121 × 121, 172 × 172, 190 × 190 grid points with 27, 9, 3 and 1 km resolution.\
38 vertical layers up to near 50 hPa level (100 m near-surface resolution, 1 km top-domain resolution)36 h, starting at midnight (30 Aug)Initial conditions from National Centers for Environmental Protection NCEP\
LULCs from USGS 2001 National Land Cover Data setDaily versus hourly surface sea temperature input\
Urban land VS cropland\
3 soil moisture levels: realistic-intermediate, completely dry, completely wet([@bb0615])ArcGIS 9.2 (ESRI) + Matlab R2010b8x6km^2^, 10x10m^2^ cell size\
Circular buffers of 200-to-800 m sizeMay--July 2010LULCs from CORINE land cover 2000\
Elevation from airborne radar scanning\
Population census\
Traffic data from municipal administrationNone([@bb0475]) + ([@bb0335])WRF-Chem2 nested domains: 22.5 and 4.5 km horizontal grid spacing\
48 vertical layers up to 100 hPa level (12 m near-surface resolution, 1.64 km top-domain resolution)54 h, starting at midnight of each episode (three 2-day episodes)Initial and boundary conditions from NCEP FNL GFS (meteorological data) and MOZART4 (chemicals)None([@bb0770])EULAG25.6 × 6.4km^2^, 6.4 km height (25 m grid size at the surface, 121 m at the top of the domain)Daytime, 6 am-6 pmn.s.6 scenarios of urbanization: 0% (rural), 20%, 40%, 60%, 80%, 100% (fully urbanized)([@bb0965])uMM5Four city-scale domains (1 km horizontal resolution)CART selected episodesMeteorological initial and boundary conditions, upper-air and surface data from NCEP/NCAR reanalysis\
Surface characteristics from USGS Level-II land-use classification system and the National Land Cover Data (NLCD)\
Photochemical model CAMxChange in albedo: +0.02--0.05\
Past (1999--2005) and future (2018) emission policies([@bb1110])WRF + Noah + BEP + CMAQ3 nested domains: 181 × 151, 181 × 151, 100 × 95 grid points with 13.5, 4.5, and 1.5 km resolution.\
30 vertical layers up to 50 hPa level (lowest 22 levels below 2 km)For WFR + Noah+BEP: 48 h, starting at midnight (11 Aug, 24 h spin-up)\
For CMAQ: 72 h, starting at midnight (10 Aug, 40 h spin-up)Boundary and initial conditions for WRF + Noah+BEP from NCEP GFS-FNL\
LULCs from MODIS 20 category land use data\
Boundary and initial conditions for CMAQ from MOZART-4\
Anthropogenic emissions from Intercontinental Chemical Transport Experiment-Phase B\
Emission inventory from Transport and Chemical Evolution over the Pacific (TRACE-P)\
BVOCs inventory from Global Emission Inventory Activity 1990Urban land VS cropland([@bb0085])n.s.n.s.n.s.Surface emissivity data (MODIS)\
Land cover (MODIS MCD12Q1, resolution 500 m)\
Meteorological initial and boundary conditions from NCAR\
Offline attribution of UHI according to dominant biophysical drivers, aerodynamic resistance and energy redistribution factorNone([@bb0230])Coupled WRF-Chem and BEP600x450km^2^\
200 × 150 grid cells\
36 vertical levels (6 in the lowest 100 m, further refined by BEP)Aug 09 - Aug 182,003 (first day used as spin up)Meteorological boundary conditions (0.5 Deg ERA-Interim)\
Anthropogenic emissions (MACC 7 km emission inventory)\
Biogenic emissions (MEGAN emission database)\
Lateral chemical boundary conditions (MOZART output)\
Gas-phase chemistry (RADM2 - Regional Acid Deposition Model)\
Aerosol dynamics and chemistry (MADE/SORGAM module)\
Longwave and shortwave radiation (RRTMG scheme)\
Cumulus (Grell Devenyi ensemble)\
Land surface model (Noah LSM)\
Photolysis scheme (FastJ)3 UHI mitigation scenarios: greenery (0.12 to 0.8 fraction), albedo increase (0.2 to 0.7 roof and facades albedo), building density decrease (main road width from min 15 to max 22 m)([@bb0210])WRF + CMAQ624 × 408km^2^, three nested grids: 4 km resolution covering the modelling domain\
18 vertical layersA calendar year (2012 for baseline)Rooftop SR standards from Title24 for the SoCAB\
Temperature-dependent 2012 SoCAB emissions inventory\
Land-use data for 2012 from the Southern California Association of Governments (SCAG)\
Building footprint data from the US Army Corps of Engineers4 scenarios of increased reflectance and emissions: enhanced visible/infrared reflectance; enhanced visible/infrared reflectance + Title24 emissions, enhanced visible/infrared reflectance + Title24 emissions + Title24 meteorology, enhanced visible/infrared and UV reflectance + Title24 emissions + Title24 meteorology([@bb0945])ENVI-Met3 locations: 0.9 × 0.9 × 0.55km^3^, 10x10x2m^2^ grid dimensions each15 May - 15 June 2016Building materials and surface land use materials from ASTM4 air velocity profiles: 0.2, 1, 2 and 5 m/s([@bb0355])RegCM4 + CMAx3 telescopic domains: 189 × 141, 189 × 165 and 93 × 69 grid points with 27, 9 and 3 km horizontal resolution\
23--41 vertical layers (60-70 m thick lowest level) for RegCM4, 18 vertical layers for CAMx2007--2011Boundary and initial conditions for RegCM4 from NCEP\
Boundary and initial conditions for CMAx from MOZART-4\
LULCs from CORINE CLC and United States Geological Survey (USGS) database\
Average building heights, urban canyon height-to-width ratios, fraction of pervious surface, roof area and impervious surfaces from LandScan dataset\
Emission datasets from TNO Monitoring Atmospheric Composition and Climate (MACC)-III and Register of Emissions and Air Pollution Sources (REZZO)\
Traffic emissions dataset from ATEM6 different methods to calculate the vertical eddy diffusion coefficient (Kv)\
Urban land VS cropland\
3 horizontal resolutions: 27, 9, and 3 km
